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Boston Evening Globe Friday, September 13, 1974

W. Va. textbook dispute gets vioienf
Aseociated l'ress

CHARLESTON, W. Va.
— The violent and emo-
tional dispute over funda-
mentalist objections to
Kanawha County's school
textbooks is continuing
despite an apparent eet-
tlement two days ago.

• One man was shot and
his alleged aseailent was
beaten yesterday in one
incident and the overall
violence led School Supt.
Kenneth Underwood to
cancel today's classes for
the county's 44,000 school
children. He also post-

poned all weekend athletic
contests.

"There's apparently no
way that we can have law
and order. Mobs are rul-
ing and we're extremely
afraid somebody will be
hurt. The safety of our
children ,is - our para-
mount objective." Under-
wood said as 40 sheriff's
deputies in riot gear pa-
trolled portions of the
county.

The dispute began over
textboohs that funda-;
mentaliet religious groups
described as "filthy," enti-

Christian and un-Amer-
ican. The groups set up
picket lines around coal
mines and factories.

On Wednesday, the
Board of Education de-
cided to take the allegedly
objectionable material
from the classrooms and
set up a citizens committee
to review them for 30
days.

But despite the apparent
settlement, the protests
continued with some lead-
ers urging continuing
demonstrations and others
urging -ceonciliati on.

12 THE NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1974

SHAKY TRUCE SET
IN TEXTBOQK RIFT

on whatever day the schools 1
were reopened or for a one-
day faculty "sickout." to stage
a protest march at the state
capitol here.

'Begging' the Teachers

Dr. Underwood said that heJ
West Virginia' Protest Off was uncertain that the agree-1

ment with the textbook protest
leaders for an 18-member citi-
zens' review committee would
"stay on the tracks" if the
teachers launched a counter-
protest of their own over
''academic integrity." Warning
that "the fear and pressure of
violence is still with us," the
school superintendent said he
was "begging" the teachers n,it
to join in prolonging the clos-
ing of the schools.
Two men employed in the

'Upper Kanawha Valley 10 miles
from here, were in critical con-
dition in Charleston Memorial,
Hospital. One man had been
shot, the other beaten
The textbooks were approvedl

by the board in June. A group
called Concerned Citizens(
has criticized parts of the text-I
hooks as ,- nti•Chrwtian.1
pornoaranhic and trashy. 't

By week's end, it was appar-
ent that the textbook issue had
become mixed with other issues.
Demonstrations by narent5-, be-
came a minute part of picket-
ing by miners and others. Mines
in fiVe counties outside Kana-
wha Counry were affected,
promptina speculation that ihe
miners i' h.lo
stockpiles of enei before I

contract expires in Novereher.

Advocate of Book Burning

Pending Citizen Review

,sc,ediu to The :New York Tiei

CHARLESTON, W. Va,, Sept.
14—The widespread picketing
by adults to protest public
school textbooks ended today
with a fragile agreement by the
Kanawha County Board of Ed-
ucation to withdraw the dis-
puted books pending a fresh
review of their contents by a
citizens' committee.

Schools were closed yester-
day after a wave of window-
smashing, bomb threats, intimi-
e•ation of school bus drivers, a
beating and two shootings, As
of this afternoon, Dr. Kenneth
Underwood, the county school
euperintendent, was still un.,,ulie
that he could order classes to
issume on Monday. it ',vas
dear, he said, that the textbook
crisis, which has closed coal
mines and factories as well as
schools, was tar from over.

he embattled 46-year-old
school superintendent this
afternoon persuaded the Kana-
wha County Association of
Classroom Teachers to defer a
proposed faculty jr,i) aCtiOri to
protest the school board's
agreement to allow a "nonpro-
fessional" review. of textbooks,
approved originally months ego
by a teacher committee,
r,esnlutions .'etn"ri
a Iwo-and-a-halt hnui a,L-

ing of the teachers aeeeeation
wnuld have called `er neses
iee of a -personal wave day"
by the county's 2,500 teachers

Demonstrstione aimed at
Iseerene Stud,: tS nut nt st';1Uul

Ofl • 1. ,„ h:,!•

vious night, a Concerned citi-

zens leader, the Rev. Marvin
Horan, ilenotinced the text-
books and said, "We could use
a big book-burning right here."

After the compromise offer
from the county board Thurs-
day, the group said it wanted
complete removal of the hooks.

Despite injunctions issued in
Federal and county courts, pick-
ets had by Thursday closed
coal mines employing several
thousand miners and numerous
businesses including the public
bus system and the warehouse
of a supermarket chain 'serving
52 outlets. Construction on
highway projects and the
state's SIO-millinn science and
culture center was halted brief-
ly

Picketing had caused ten-
sions at Smith's Transfer, a
trucking terminal an nearby
:Belle, that led to the beating of
Everett Mitchell, 52 years old,
of Charleion. He is under in-
tensive care at the hospital.

Man Shot in Chest

Philip Cochran, 30, of nearby
Rand, was shot in the chest
yesterday as he left, ‘youk. EilI
Noel, 27, of Rand, turned him-
self in to the authorities later,
saying he had shot to frighten
pickets who ran toward his car.

Local opposition to the books,
many of them supplementary
material, was first raised by
a board of education member,
Alice Moore. She is the wife
of a Fundamentalist Baptist
preacher,' and she had con-
ducted a campaign against sex
education. She has denied any
part in the school hoycott.
' Material designated as ob-
jectionable was reprinted by
Christian American Parents, a

S k0 opposing 1110 books,

A poem by Roger metsough,
"Mother, Th:re's a Strange Man
Waiting at the Door." was cited
by the group. The poem was in
a. supplementary text for ad-
vanced seniors.
Mother, there's a strange man

wailing at the door
With the fur/Wit:F serf of face you
[eel you've seen before.

,gavs his name j Jesus
er!.1 can tve give 'int JaIf a crown ,
NCINg .e's run out of miracles
nod now is tuck is down.
Yes 1 Jinni:. 'e is a foreigner,i
Egyptian or a Jew.

• Another excerpt was from
"Allen Ginsburg at Columbia,"
describing a prostitute he had
known.
On the opening day of school,

enrollment was 20 per cent be-
low the expected total Pf
45,000.
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Information Tochnolo7jes and Control.oirer Learninp.,

Nikki 7,pol, on the Program staff since the

beginning, and Paul DiMa:..r:io,
arj

* .

plitilt.plake a clove comparison

4Lor-P
., -educational broadcasting and
A

ThQ comercial,.0egal,

graduate student in sociolagy,
ft , t 1 -

of the decisionWhat. shape

textbook publishinc).

financial, and regulatory

frameworks of publishing and broadcasting, the relationships

among the participants in the now of Information from

creator to user and and the social control of inforg:ation

usage differ widely between these two educational media.

What changes may we expect in the relative usag6 of print

and broadcast, whethbr in school or in loss formal learning

sityations? How are these chanf;es likely to affect control

over learning? Who are the policyr,makers and what are their

options? What are the likely consequences for which learners?

*Tor which industries? With what likely effects on individual

values?i On social Values?

The proposed appvoach is a comparison of books and

broadcasting aimed at American schoolchildren to develop

an understanding of the extent to which differences in

decision=making patterns in these two media are reflected

in the choic.e of substance transmitted to learners. How
•

are decisions made to publish or produce? How are materials

adopted or accredited? How do materials reach the learner?

How brO the naterial6 used by teachers? How do the se

decisions affect one another in the parketplace and the

pol1.1;ical arena? How do the flows of privatexiannil and

government funds affect all these processes? Preliminary findings
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In frar:inE), the questions and in r.;athering pre3iminary

data, Zapol and Dinilzgio have bonefittcd from the advice

and criticism of LDurence H. Tribe, a Professor of Law.

whose interest in how the choice of means for reaching

desired ends can clipf, basic values of society was the

-; 7 , ,
original stimulus for this study. Nikki-and Paul have also had help

in the preliminary stages from Paul Berman, of the Law School, and

from many people in broadcasting and in publishing.

n,

One unforso(!n outcome of thiS study has boon Nikki

Zapol's decision to enter the Law School, resuming her

academic career after eight ,.cars of varied professional

‹.7work...•ho will w.)rk parttime onithis research, as will

DiMaggio. Jhey will be joined by David Seirm, a sophorore,

who first came to the Program's attention through his

paper YeGuffey In Wondrinnd: clucation!,-11 Publishin, which
In tho !':d1 ov 1(7i73

he submitted/to Iratural Sciences 130, .Colrn!_cations in

Scwiety. The Prot-ran participates in teaching the course..•



FOCUSING THE ISSUE 
•

' Control over the flow of information to students is control over

an essential par; of the learning system; it is a power which deserves

careful public scrutiny. Who determines what goes into a history text

and how a teacher presents it in the classroom are classical examples

of matters that have long been examined by courts and legislatures. As

the familiar institutional context of compulsory education in the class-

room continues under critical scrutiny and the traditional teacher-

textbook technology is challenged by newer media such as television

and computers, we may well ask whether and how control over information

flow may change as settings do.

Asking how power may be allocated in the educational future need

not imply crystal-ball gazing for an answer. Indeed, many areas might

lend empirical data for examining this issue. Public compulsory education

using teacher and textbook in the classroom is an obvious case in noint

whose analysis should heln clarify for policy makers the likely ways of

structuring power in new educational settings. How has power been allo-

cated -- in theory and in practice Ole 00 in this now traditional setting?

Other vehicles for analysis derive from other technologies

and institutional structures. The use of radio and television

for transmitting educational material, for instance, makes it important to

understand the power-allocating mechanisms in the broadcasting industry,

mechanisms that have been forged in an but-of-school context, mainly the

entertainment arena. To the extent that transmission is in the hands of

private industry or direct to the home, there is need for a look at the

allocation of power over information flow in private schools and other
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private enterprises including broildcasting, telephony, computer-assisted-

instruction services, etc., as well as at the allocation of power in the

home (e.g., rights of children vis-a-vis parents).

Two of the preceding areas particularly recommend themselves: com-

pulsory education using teacher and textbook, and broadcasting educational

broadcasting, in particular. This choice is bascd partly on the fact that

each of these areas has been with us fqr a relatively long time (nationwide

compulsory education since 1918, educational radio since the 1920's, and

educational television since the early 1950's), and partly on the judoment

that each will continue to figure heavily, in new educational enterprises.

Sesame Street and the Electric Ccvnany are notable examples of instructional

broadcasting in this country; the Open University, offering university

degrees via television, radio, and proarammed instruction is a new British

institution; television is a basic element of in-school education in the Ivory

Coast and El Salvador. And, looking to the future, the much-touted potential of

cable television for education may surface issues of power allocation that arise

from meshing the traditions of compulsory educatien and broadcasting.

In all these cases, at the very least the question arises of

how consistent or inconsistent the allocation of power over information flow

in the broadcasting tradition (as evidenced in the U.S. by the Fairness

Doctrine, equal time requirements, etc.) is with the power allocation in the

school tradition. But the issue may be even more complicated than one of

mixing two possibly divergent traditions; there are those who attribute

to the new media the potential of altering the very nature of schooling



•

as we know it, and of changing the intellectual background and perspective
that pupils bring to the learning experience. Some tell us that the live
teacher in the classroom, if not passe', might well become only one of
many possible mbodiwents of the learning environment. HOW then, will
policy he set regarding the flow of information to and from tomorrow's

. learners?

Focusing on compulsory education and broadcasting, this project will

be concerned with the distribution of abstract rights, actual power and

attendant responsibilities respecting information flow among those whose

role are relevant -- speaker, writer, teacher, publisher, broadcaster,

local, state or federal government, post office, telephone company, •
•listener, reader, student, to name some from each tradition. Judicial

and legislative decisions defining the theoretical rights of individuals

will be considered to assess the powers derived from legal authority. Judicial

and legislative decisions themselves reflect economic, political, social,
technological, moral, and religious constraints whose influence will be

weighed. And because everyday practice often differs from abstract legal

rights, these same influences must be scrOtinized for their impact on

the allocation of power over information flow in a functioning system.
A clearer picture of how power has been allocated in each tradition

will help to look for similarities and differences that may shed light on

the following key question: how have particular information technologies



and :institutions influenced, or been influenced by, allocations of power among

those involved with information flow?

For example, differences between the power and responsibilities of

a* textbook author and of an educational television script-

writer may be, if only in part, analyzable in terms of the institutional

and technological constraints in which each operates. Examining the

interaction of technology, institution, and allocation of power should

help to present policy makers with a clearer formulation of the issues

and options posed by new institutions and technologies for learning.

At the very least this analysis will make explicit the areas of conflict

and of agreement between the patterns of power in each tradition.
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To: rony, john, Nikki August 20, '74

Pe: Some F!;eneral thouetts about questions we should.
be thinking about.

/(L) Research Focus -- a: Several respnndents, particularly
individuals who have commented on the school survey, have
been impressed with the cornrehensiveness of the outline, but
have felt that the task involved in answering those questions
would be t ove1whe3mirr-;,' both because of the scope of the ques-
tions and because of the extremely great diversity of organization
and goals of both publishers and schR91 systems. 'efore golig
much further it may be worthwhile to'evaluate the feasability
of attempting to understand all of the material •outlined; to

0) to think about the amount of time and other resources
' that will entail;
.b.;,) to think about the methods, beyond interviewing that

would be necessary; (this includes thinkine: about samplinrr
and to what extent such a study would attempt to be some-
what 'scientific' or hypothesis-testing, hoa much merely
descriptive and sur2;estive)._a) if the task   is in fact l overwhelmine;' then to think
about how to break it down.

1 .
) Research Focus -- b: The expression 'control over content'
is a good shorthand for what we are studyinT however it is
not apparently dtscriptive of the situation that extsts --
content appears at this point to be deterined by an extensive
orrani7ational network (or a series of interloc'dn orrcanizations --s -
Publishers -- education -- federal government, universities, etc.)

k with diffuse authority and sufficiently well-doveloned feedbackC") ,*s7/ .systems so that no one is aware of makinrLany_very Important dis-
v Qrote de'CT.Tab-nrT.

The implications of this is that we may now nepd to break
down the question 'who controls content' into several second-
order theoretical auestions --- less specific then the kind of
'how does it work?' questions on the research outlines, hut more
specific than 'who controls.' Such questions might include:

6 How does the organization of production and selection affect
the diffusion of scintific idea?

• How does the or7-lni7ation eta. affect the diffusion of new
peda7o7;ie tochnicues?

()How does the orTanization etc. affect the dissemination of
liberal or conservative social and historical per-
spectives?

o How does the or. etc. affect the disseri.re,tion of relie:iously
controversial materials (e.e;, evdlution, sex ed.)

0 How does the or7, etc. affect (:lifferentielly) the developmert
cf c=10'111 in flir:.)rent

The rencons for breaking down the major questions are both methodolosica
and substantive:

1) 'le may amess en incredible erlovilt of Ocecrintin:e ata nrcl th-v,hr j'. I nn ite-n-Itin.rtn
..
ly (:;ince that task, while difficult 1-onld he so.)11ble) is thr,.t
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2.

breakim; down into more mana(reblo cstIons 1.1e:
a) be sensitive to what data is most important nrir c(,r:c
resources in that way and b) to the 'extent thT, t). -At
present is so large as to be undoable, help us adrc
but more manageable Questions.
. 2) Substantively -- there is no one control

content either in publishinP; or bro?d.castinc.;.
in the production-selection sysben are muse inprua: 
ferent kinds of results hyoothoticall,
federal funding nay detertine what new scntiCic
disseminated; tertchers seem to play a grat role, ct 1n-1st.
installing dissemination of new pedaP;opcal techn1,- ;
states and certain political c7rounfl seem to play an 1 ,)ort- :.t.;
(tho how important I don't yet have much of P. st7.ns,., r*or) in
setting political and cultural tone. Thus rlifferf.,nt 'cont:oll
type Questions might yield different answers.
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cot-EcruAt

To: Tony

From: Nikki

Attached

-

Attached is a chart that Paul and I devised during our discuesion

comparing the two industries. It depicts what we now see as the main points

of control in each industry. By control we have focueed on the capacity to

promote ot select a product. A few comments about the chart:

I. It does not deal with the legal framework within which each

&ndustry operates. Questinns of federal, state, or local roles at

any stage would be dealt with under the general question: To

what extent can (and does) X promote or select?

2. It does not point up a key difference between text pubfiihing

and broadcasting: that the text product is in the hands of the conaamer

to use at will, and the broadcast program is not.

3. The dotted linen at the left of the chart pepresents a process

whidh does not involve promotion or selection; the distribution by

a 'state of its own programs. This is the mechanism by which a large

p.rption (albeit diminishing) of the public "instructional" television

programs are transmitted. How important is the fact that no promotional

or selective processes are'involved?

4. Possilbe analogies between the two structures should be kept in

mind and tested: to what extent is a state network analogous to a

state adoption board? a station to a local adotpion board?

5. At each control pgipt, the degre-
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Schooling and Beyond 

This study is concerned with power allocation in the present and
future of symbolic learning, that is, with power over the transmission
of knowledge by written or otherwise recorded word or symbol. Symbolic
learning, of course, is not the sole privilege of those who attend formal
courses -- it can go on anywhere, although the learner may not receive
"credit" for his efforts. Until recently, credit-granting has been limited
to certain institutions, recognized as qualified to decide who can dispense
learning and who shall receive "credit" for learninn. The issues broached
in this study are not limited to the context of formal schoolin?, but
the study is based •on the premise that we must understand the forces

y..1, • • • ',I • ON, WV' ..,• . • •••• •••24rx .1. • • -



at work in the traditional school setting if we are even to formulate clear-

ly issues likely to be posed by future learning environments.

Questions to be Clarified

Some of the kinds of questions that are beginning to arise concerning

allocation of power over information flow to tomorrow's learner include:

1. Of the many people who are involved in delivering programs via

television directly to the learner, who is held responsible for its con-

tents? The producer? The script writers? The committee that approves the

course content? What rights and obligations attend this responsibility?

What are the consequences for others?

2. What changes may occur as a result of the increasing use of pri-

vate facilities for state-approved learning? Traditionally, private em-

ployers have had much greater freedom in hiring and firing employees than

has the school board. Might the state use private contracting for ser-

vices as a means of hiring only teachers

philosophy?

3. What happens to the traditional functions

espousing a particular political

of the school board when

portions of the curriculums are obtainable via computer or TV? Does the

school board pass on materials to be shown on the channel in the way it now

passes on textbooks used in the school? Might this be considered a vio-

lation of First Amendment traditions associated with other nformation media?

Should it be so considered? Would an educational channel on a cable tele-

vision system available at home and in school be under the jurisdiction of

the local school board? If so: would broadcast principles hold?
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' 4. What are a teacher's rights to switch to a non-curriculum

channel? A student's? A parent's? Would the courts be likely to uphold

First Amendment rights of the teacher, and reinforce these rights with

the "right of the public to be informed"? Or might they reconsider the

Issue in the light of checks on teacher's free expression that have

traditionally come from parents, community, school boards, etc.? What

. about the student at home? This latter raises the thorny issues of the

rights of a child vis-a-vis the parent, and recasts them in the new

expanded-schooling context.

One of the chief aims of this project will be to further refine and

supplement this list so that policy makers can focus on key issues of the

future with a better understanding of the current state of affairs and of

the direction and strength of forces for change. Another is to outline

how the schooling and broadcasting traditions shed light on possible

alternate approaches to these problems.

* * *
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This portion of the study frames questions concerning the control

structure of the broadcasting industry. Comparisons with text publishing

appear only insofar as they illustrate and illuminate the method of analy-

sis used and issues raised within the broadcasting realm. Text publish-

ing is considered in Section

Questions are arranged under several functional categories, starting with

the learner's use of material and working outward through the system that presents

distributes, produces and accredits material. Following is a summary of

these functions and the important issues associated with them:

1. Use: Who decides whether a program is watched and how is this

affected by the technology and organizational structure of broadcasting?

2. Presentation: Whereas text material is presented to the learner

by himself or a teacher, each presentation of broadcast material requires

transmission from a local station. Who at this level decides which of the

available video materials are presented to the learner?

3. Distribution: Whereas print material reaches teacher or learners

via an established, system of delivery (truckers, post office, warehouses,

etc.) broadcast programs not locally produced reach the station via distribu-

tors, networks, interconnections, commercial organizations etc., all of whose

roles, in terms of controlling content, are not Yet established. How are

decisions now being made regarding material made available to broadcasters?

4. Production: Who are the major producers and to whom are they res-

ponsive?

5. Accreditation: Who decides what materials are accredited? Are there

means other than formal accreditation by which material becomes included in,

or has an impact on, the curriculum?
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I. ACCREDITATION

No matter where or in what form information is delivered, the young

learner -- required to attend school through age sixteen -- eventually seeks

to receive "credit" for his efforts. We are therefore concerned with any

material that acquires standing by virtue of its interaction with formal ac-

creditation mechanisms. The material might be included in formal accreditation

schemes, such as direct approval by school authorities (e.g. text adoption

boards, curricular committee, etc.) or homework assignments by individual

teachers (e.g. "Watch Alistair Cooke") or might become de facto accredited

material, as might be the case when formerly unapproved material has an im-

pact on learners important enough to require changes in the formal structure

(as some have claimed has been the case with "Sesame Street) or eventual in-

clusion in the curriculum (both "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company"), or

when material is used as part of the process of preparing for exams that

bestow formal credit (e.g. College Level Examination Program - CLEP). It is

quite possible that there are many programs and materials that fall into these

latter categories. Indeed, if there were some documented evidence that such

programs as "Startrek" or "I Love Lucy" had made any difference to young minds,

we would be including these programs explicitly in our study. Thus, they are

included potentially, and any data to support a closer look would be most

welcome.

gypstions

1. It would appear that non-approved texts, requiring literacy,

have had less impact on the formal curricular structure than has
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non-approved television, notably Sesame Street and Electric Com-

pany; is this the case?

2. Are there other forms of formal or de facto accreditation

schemes that are of importance?

3. • Are there any formal accreditation processes for broadcast

material? To date, we know of only one state, California, which'

has a definite policy regarding the adoption of broadcast mater-

ials for the classroom. New York may have a new law which contains

provisions for such adoption. Both should be investigated further.

Do any other states have an official adoption procedure? On whom,

then, does responsibility devolve? Note that Harold Wigren, edu-

cational telecommunications consultant to the National Education

Association, felt that students now have more of a role in the

selection process of video material than of texts.

11. PRESENTATION 

Print or broadcast material is available to the learner in several places,

including classroom, library, retail outlet and home.

A. In the classroom.

This is where approved material -- print or broadcast -- is

presented. (Note that we do not yet know how broadcast material

becomes "approved".) What percent of American classrooms are

equipped with television receivers?

Broadcast material is not owned by the schools or learners

as are texts, but is under the continued control of the 
broadcast
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station, network or distributor. Once an approved text has been

adopted for classroom use, it is up to the teacher and students

when to use that text -- it is no longer under the publisher's

control. Every airing of broadcast program material must be ap-

proved by station managers. This raises such issues as:

1. Who owns the stations?

a. Public: Attachment A lists four types of public tele-

vision licensees:

i) Institutions of higher education.

ii) Local public school systems.

iii) State authority, state education agency, muni-

cipal authority, and other licensee agencies.

iv) Community organizations.

How does each of these types of licensee determine its responsi-

bility for meeting the needs of in-school learners? Are some types

of licensees more responsible to in-school needs than others? Why?

b. Private: Who owns these stations?

2. Where are station funds coming from?

a. Public: Attachment B shows the budget sizes of the four

categories of public television licensess. Attachment C dia-

grams the sources of income of each type. Note that local school

board and local government funds comprise but a small percent of

the income of non-school board stations. lhis raises some in-

teresting issues. Until now, the Corporation for Public Broad-

casting has partially funded the production and fully funded the
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distribution of Sesame Street and Electric Comoany (see Attachment G

for details on CPB). With the new funding allocation scheme of the

Corporation, the stations must assume an increasing share of

the production funding. Which of the station's funding sources

will assume this burden? What are the implications of using non-

school board funds for in-school programing for control by the

school board over these programs? Attachment D indicates that

non-school board stations are already assuming the major burden

of in-school programing.

b. Private: Who is responsible for decisions concerning in-

school programing?

3. a. Public: Who, in particular, at the station level is respon-

sible for seeing that in-school programing needs are met? Attach-

ment E indicates that the overwhelming number of public tele-

vision licensees have someone called a "school service director".

Who is this person? Who appoints him? What does he do? Who

makes the decisions ragarding school programing at non-school

board stations?

b. Private: Who is responsible for decisions concerning in-

school programing? What influence do advertisers have on these

broadcasts?

4. To what extent does the federal government exercise control over

presentation of broadcast material to schools: by invoking the fair-

ness doctrine? By pressuring stations through licensing procedures?

In the case of public stations, by funding processes? (Note that

bt,a1) C17,74t,„ CC),
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PBS, the national public television network, is totally funded, and

subject to the programing approval of, CPB.) Is the effect of fed-

eral fairness doctrine regulation substantially different from the

effect of state laws requiring equal treatment of minorities in

textbooks? (Does the federal government.exert any such control over

textbooks, e.g. through funding mechanisms? Does school program-

ing fill a public service broadcasting requirement for commercial

stations? If so, to what extent is such programing under federal

control?

B. Through libraries

Some schools and school systems have audiovisual libraries as

well as book libraries, and there are national audiovisual libraries,

such as the Great Plains Center and the National Instructional Tele-

vision Library in Bloomington, Indiana. (Material from these latter

two libraries accounts for 20% of the total instructional broadcast

hours over public television stations.) A book can be check out and,

with no intervening mechanisms, used by the learner. To be broad-

cast, audiovisual materials, must be shown by a broadcast facility.

How does-this affect the learner's control over the use of libraried

video materials? Since the station again becomes the delivery mecha-

nism, answers to this delivery question involve inquiry into station

structure and practice outlined above, as well as into the ways in

which libraries make material available to learners. How are ac-

quisition decisions made? Do catalogues help the learner know what

video material he might want to use?
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C. In the non-school market

For books, this means the home library, local drug or bookstore,

book clubs, etc. For broadcast material, it might well mean the homq

television set. (Are there any video stores? Certainly there is a

precedent for retail outleting of non-print material: record and

audio cassette stores. But these sales are highly dependent on the

availability of playback devices in the home.)

In either case, we must consider this market insofar as material

made available to it has had enough influence on learners to affect

the formal school structure. Are there examples of this other than,

possibly, Sesame Street?

How did stations decide to broadcast Sesame Street? Were there

differences in number of acceptances among the four types of licensees

(Attachment B)? How might changes in the funding allocations of the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting affect the willingness of these

stations to continue to carry the program (now that they will foot

an increasing portion of the bill -- see Attachment G)? Of what im-

portance is CPB's full subsidy of the network, PBS, carrying the pro-

gram?

III. DISTRIBUTION 

A. To the classroom

Textbooks flow from publisher to adoption boards and into the

classroom. The distribution structure involves long-established

• methods of mailing, trucking, warehousing, etc. that legally and

practically are recognized to be pure conduits which do not affect

content -- although postal rate increases and trucking strikes can
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have serious consequences. With all but locally-produced and

broadcast programs, broadcast materials flow through some form

of distributor -- state, regional or national networks, commercial

distributors, national libraries, etc. (see Attachment F). A pub-

lic television program may be locally produced, say by WGBH, and

placed in distribution by Public Television Library (PTL), trans-

mitted by the national network, PBS, and accepted for broadcast by

WGBH. The distributors and others seem not to behave as pure con-

duits, but to also have a role in content creation and selection.

questions 

1. What are the distribution mechanisms in commercial and public

broadcasting?

2. Is a network considered by those in the industry to be a dis-

tributor? If not, what it? How is it related to the distributor?

3. How does the distributor operate? How does he acquire program

material? What does he pay for programing and how does he get paid?

How does he inform local stations of his offerings? What connections

does he have with local school authorities?

4. What are the economics of local, regional, and national distrib-

ution, and how does this influence the amount of programing produced

at each level?

5. With the new funding scheme of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,

national public television programing is selected at the beginning of each

year by all public television station program managers viewing all offerings

available (see Attachment G). What has become of the role of the
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distributor, particularly the national distributor, such as Nation-

al Educational Television?

B. To libraries

How are video materials made available to local, regional, or

national video libraries? Is the process a different one from the

ways in which books are made available to book libraries? What is

the importance of copyright issues?

C. To the non-school market

What is the role of distributor and network in the delivery

of Sesame Street and Electric Company to the home? How will the new

funding - scheme of CPB affect the balance of control here? What role

do distributors play in commercial broadcasting to the home?

IV. PRODUCTION 

A. For the classroom

1. Who is producing the television programs viewed in the class-

room?

Answering this question is complicated by the failure of

available data to incorporate Sesame Street and Electric Company

which, while not materials that were originally approved or 

credited" for the classroom, nonetheless are now being shown in

classrooms across the nation. Omitting data on these programs de-

presses calculations of the actual amount of classroom programing

that is nationally produced. One wonders whether a significant

portion of the materials made available by the Great Plains and

National Television Libraries is also material that was not officially

classroom material, but which must now be so classified by virtue
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of its classroom use. This raises the question of whether this

pattern -- production for an out-of-school market, but eventual

use in school -- is peculiar to broadcast video material; does it

happen in the book trade? How important is this pattern if broad-

casting, and how does it affect the pattern of control over mater-

ial that reaches learners?

Attachment F shows sources of instructional programing for

1970, 71 and 72. Note that locally produced (and distributed)

programing occupies the largest portion of classroom broadcast

hours, but that this percentage has been declining with a concommit-

ant increase in the number of hours coming from interconnections

and national program agencies and libraries. This table raises a

number of issues:

a. Who is producing the programs in each category listed

(e.g. What is going over the 'interconnections"?)

b. Who makes decisions, at each source, of how programing

will reflect school needs? Where do these decision-makers

get their information? What kind of school needs do they

aim to meet?

c. Under what circumstances -- political, economic -- do

stations produce their own classroom programing?

Note that this table is based on number of broadcast hours,

and not actual program hours. To determine who are the major pro-

ducers of classroom television programing, we should include com-

mercial stations in our enquiry and ask:

d. In terms of the total number of production hours (not

broadcast hours) aired, who produces what proportion?
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e. What proportion of the total broadcast hours is occupied

by each produced hour of programing? This would be analogous in

the text industry to finding what portion of the market is occupied

by any single title of a given publisher. Available data indicates

that for a single week, only 16.3% of the programing to schools is

new -- this excludes Sesame Street and Electric Company. We need

to know how this figure breaks down by producer, and what it might

be over a longer period, say a school year. Similar data should

be sought from the commercial television industry.

2. What is meant by "national" programing?

This term is used frequently, and with political over-

:tones. What does it mean in commercial and public broadcast-

ing? National funding? National distribution? National

transmission (e.g. over PBS. Note that control over PBS by

the corporation for public broadcasting exists largely by virtue

of CPB's funding of PBS. CPB and PBS each constitute half of a

monitoring committee, a majority of which can in theory veto

any PBS program. This veto has never been exercised.)

3. Economics of programing

Understanding the economics of this industry is basic to

appreciating the dynamics of decision-making. We will be in-

terested, therefore, in the basic question of how much return

can be generated by a single hour of produced programing.

We must find out how these returns are generated: how

common is a per pupil per program charge for school viewing

1. One Week of Educational Television, p. 26.
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(as is the case with the 21" classrooms in Massachusetts)?

What about charges for commercial TV classroom viewing? Do

these stations pick up the cost in order to satisfy their

"public service" programing requirement?

Note that the Corporation for Public Broadcasting is

only now considering whether to lend support to classroom

programing. To date, it has funded only the Children's

Television Workshop, no other instructional programs have

been made available to stations via PBS on a matching fund

basis (see Attachment G). Further research should attempt

to determine what this means in terms of the structure of the

market for classroom television programs, and now this struc-

ture would be altered by a shift in CPB policy.

B. For libraries

Is there a large enough library market for instructional materi-

als to sustain original video production for these repositories (e.g.

Great Plains, National Instructional Television Library, local A-V

libraries)? Who produces materials for these places, and how is

the material made responsive to the needs of learners?

C. For out of school use

Broadcast television programs can reach learners easily at home.

As has been stated, this study is concerned with those programs which,

by so doing, have made a noticeable impact on the formal elementary

or secondary school structure. The only things we see that might

qualify are Sesame Street and Electric Company. How are decisions

made regarding the content of these programs? To whom are the de-
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cision-makers responsive? Answering these questions will require

an in-depth study of the Children's Television Workshop, the agency

which produces Sesame Street and Electric Company. To the extent

that this programing is made available by funding provided by the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting, we will be interested in thd

impact of the reorganization of this agency on the control mechan-

isms governing CTW. Stations have until now received these pro-

grams free, and now must decide whether to allocate their funds to

help pay for Sesame Street and Electric Company; will stations

thereby acquire greater control over the content of these programsi

Will this reorganization affect decisions of funding agencies as to

whether to choose the in-school route or the out-of-school route

for channeling children's programs?

Does the broadcasting medium better lend itself to being used

outside the formal system than does print? Here we should note that

access to the video medium requires only the flick of a switch in

some 98% of American households, whereas access to print requires

a trip to the local library, bookstore, or magazine stand and, in the

latter cases, an additional expenditure of money. How might this

affect the control over out-of-school learning content in the future?

How does it affect decisions by funding organizations such as CPB,

Ford Foundation, etc. as to the channels through which to encourage

educational innovations?

V. USE

A. In the classroom
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1. If a teacher wishes to have his class view a curriculum pro-

gram that is broadcast, what procedures are necessary? A non-

curriculum program? What about individual student choices?

2. If a school is part of a district that receives a certain

program, but this particular school does not pay the necessary

per pupil cost, is there any way to prevent piracy? Brian

Brightly of 21" classroom indicated that piracy problems are im-

portant to a school broadcaster. How does this affect the teach-

er's control over which programs can be watched?

3. Who pays the per pupil cost? Each receiving school? School

district? State? Public or private agencies? Broadcaster (if

program is "public service")?

B. In libraries

Issues are posed in section II. B.

C. Out-of-school

What is the nature of parental influence on viewing choices of their

children? Is there any greater likelihood of children viewing a

program at home than in school? How might this affect decisions by

networks, funding agencies, et., re choice of a route to channel

educational programing?
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Table 37.--Puhlic television licensees and stations on the air from the beginning of the
fiscal year, by type of licensee, geographic region, and adjusted budget size:

Aggregate United States, Fiscal Year 1972

Type of licensee,
geographic region, and
adjusted budget size

Licensees and stations

Number of licensees Number of stations

Type of licensee:

All types

Institutions of higher education
Local public school systems
State authority, State education agency,
municipal authority, and other licensed
agencies

Community organizations

133

45
20

21
47

207

62 •

67
57

Geographic region:

Aggregate United States 133 207

Northeast 28 44
Central 37 50
South 36 78
West 28 29
Outlying areas 4 6

Adjusted budget size:

All sizes 133 207

Under $200,000 17 17
$200,000 - $499,999 43 47
$500,000 - $799.999 28 37
$800,000 - $1,999,999 32 56
$2,000.000 and over 33 50

•.

Attachments A - F:

Source: Lee, Young J. and Ronald J. Pedone, "Summary Statistics of Public
Television Licensees, Fiscal Year 1972". U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and Corporation for Public. Broadcasting.
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Table 2.--Public television licensees and stations, by adjusted budget size and type of licensee:
Aggregate United States, Fiscal Year 1972

Type of public
television licensees

Licensees and stations, by adjusted budget size

All sizes
Under

$200,000.
$200,000-
$499,999

$500,000-
$799,999

$800,000-
$1,999,999

$2,000,000
and over

Total, all types 138 19 45 28 32 14
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Number of stations 223 20 52 38 57 56
Percent (stations) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Institutions of higher education 49 10 17 12 10 0
Percent of total 35.5 52.6 37.8 42.9 31.2 0.0
Number of stations 67 10 17 20 20 0
Percent (stations) 30.0 50.0 32.7 52.6 35.1 0.0

Local public school systems 19 5 5 6 3 0
Percent of total 13.8 26.3 11.1 21.4 9.4 0.0
Number of stations 21 6 6 6 3 0
Percent (stations) 9.4 30.0 11.5 15.8 5.3 0.0

State authority, State education
agency, municipal authority,
and other licensed agencies 21 1 5 2 6 7
Percent of total 15.2 5.3 11.1 7.1 18.8 50.0
Number of stations 74 1 9 3 17. 44
Percent (stations) 33.2 5.0 17.3 7.9 29.8 78.6

Community organizations 49 3 18 8 13 7
Percent of total 35.5 15.8 40.0 28.6 40.6 50.0
Number of stations 61 3 20 9 17 12
Percent (stations) 27.4 15.0 38.5 23.7 29.8 21.4

Source: Lee and Pedone.

50
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FIGURE 3.--PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONS OF TOTAL INCOME FO
R TELEVISION OPERATIONS OF PUBLIC TELEVISION

LICENSEES, BY SOURCE OF INCOME AND TYPE OF LICENSEE: AGGREGATE UNITED STATES,

FISCAL YEAR 1972

University

(Total income: $31,241,486)

F1.3%

State/Municipal

(Total income: $36,282,053)

School

(Total income: $9,354,783)

A Federal Government
B . Public Broadcasting Agencies

C Institutions of Higher Education

D = Local School Boards and Local Governments

Community

(Total income: $81,036,420)

F 0.1Z
G 1.7

B 2.0,

C 0.4°1

E . State School Boards and State Governments

F = Foundations

G All Other Sources Combined

6
Source: Lee and Pedone.
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FIGURE 12.--PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL BROADCAST HOURS OF PUBLIC TELEVISION STATIONS BY TYPE OF
PROGRAMMING AND TYPE OF LICENSEE: AGGREGATE UNITED STATES, FISCAL YEAR 1972

(Total broadcast hours: 710,303)
(207 stations)

Programming for general audience

Programming for classroom

A = Institutions of Higher Education
B = Local Public School Systems
C . State Authority, State Education Agency, Municipal Authority, and Other Licensed Agencies

D = Community Organizations

During Fiscal Year 1972, 34.0 percent of all . air time was transmitted for classroom
use and the remaining 66.0 percent was aired for general audience programming. This
difference in air time by type of prograwing was most apparent among stations li-
censed to institutions of higher education and community organizations, while it was
less distinct among those stations licensed to local public school systems and
State/municipal authorities. For classroom programming, State/municipal stations
were the largest in both total broadcast hours and mean broadcast hours per station;
however, in proportion of hours devoted to such programs, public school stations
were the largest (44.5 percent of the total).

For general audience programming, although State/municipal stations aired more time
than any other type of licensee, in proportion of time devoted to such programs,
institutions of higher education reported the highest percentage (72.9 percent of
the total). In terms of mean broadcast hours of such programs, community organiza-
tions reported the largest percentage. Public school stations reported the smallest
number of mean broadcast hours per station among all types of licensees during Fis-
cal Year 1972. (See Figure 12 and Tables 38 and 41.)

Source: Lee and Pedone

37
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Table 28.--Male and female full-time employees of public television licensees, by adjusted budget size and
type of occupation: Aggregate United States, June 30, 1972

Full-time employees, by adjusted budget size

Under $200,000- $500,000- $800,000- $2,000,000
Type of occupation All sizes $200,000 $499,999 $799,999 $1,999,999 and over

(Number of licensees) . . . (138) (19) (45) (28) (32) (14)

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Total, all types 4,426 1,642 125 28 661 233 706 269 1,443 475 1,491 637Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Si.btotal, management
and supervisory 2,001 487 91 9 374 92 367 102 618 143 551 141Percent of total 45.2 29.7 72.8 32.1 56.6 39.5 52.0 37.9 42.8 30.1 37.0 22.1

General manager 124 5 15 0 43 1 20 2 27 2 19 0

Station manager 60 1 6 o 9 1 11 0 16 0 18 0

Operations manager 53 4 2 0 11 1 14 2 12 1 14 0

Program manager 112 8 12 0 31 2 25 2 25 3 19 1

Traffic manager 28 85 1 7 4 22 5 23 11 23 7 10

Production manager 109 3 7 0 22 1 22 0 29 0 29 2

Producer-director 471 67 11 0 78 9 82 10 163 17 137 31

Business manager 39 30 0 o 6 8 6 9 14 9 13 4

Chief engineer 141 0 18 0 40 0 29 o 34 0 20 0

Supervisory engineer 305 0 13 o 53 0 51 0 110 0 78 0

Film director 103 5 o 0 20 o 29 0 27 1 • 27 4

Public relations director 29 26 2 0 6 4 6 6 8 12 7 4

Promotion director 22 53 0 0 6 14 3 16 9 16 4 7

Development director 43 20 o o 7 3 7 .17 8 12 4

Art director 103 34 1 2 22 9 22
.5
9 32 11 26 3

-"‘!6chool service director

Other management and

61 39, ,, 2 .0 10 7 13 8 21 8 15 16

supervisory 198 107 1 0 6 10 22 10 63 32 106 55

Subtotal, other employees 2.425 1,155 34 19 287 141 339 167 825 332 940 496
Percent of total 54.8 70.3 27.2 67.9 43.4 60.5 48.0 62.1 57.2 69.9 63.0 77.9

On-air talent 95 82 3 0 12 19 10 13 33 35 37 15

Production crew 662 115 2 2 54 4 88 7 267 26 251 76

Broadcasting engineer 1.308 5 27 0 201 2 196 2 414 0 470 1

Film editor 110 11 0 0 5 0 20 3 48 2 37 6

Clerical and secretarial 99 907 1 17 0 115 8 140 24 269 66 366

Manual and custodial 151 35 1 o 15 1 17 2 39 0 79 32

Source: lee and Pedone.
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Table 48.--Percent distributions of broadcast hours of public television stations, by type of programming.
Aggregate United States, Fiscal Years 1970, 1971, and 1972

Percent of total broadcast hours, by type of programming

Source of programming All types

(Number of stations
broadcasting) .

Programming for Programming for
classroom general audience

FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 1970 FY .1971 FY 1972

(185) (193) (207) (185) (193) (207) (185) (193) (207)

(Total broadcast
hours) . . . (586,718)(639,611)(710,303) (201,275)(226,165)(241,806) (385,443)(413,446)(468,497:

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Programs locally produced 27.1 23.0 21.1

National interconnection 23.1 27.5 39.2

Regional interconnection 6.1 . 5.1 5.4

State interconnection 1.8
{ 4.9t { 3.9t

Other interconnection 2.0

Film and tape from
National Educational
Television 9.7 6.9

Film and tape from
regional networks 4.9 5.2

Film and tape from Public
Television Library 3.7 3.4

Film and tape from
National Instructional

. Television Center 2.8 3.8 4.9

100.0

44.2

2.4

4.6

6.0t

4.1 1.6

3.7 7.0

2.9 0.6

Film and tape from Great
Plains National
Instructional Tele-
vision Library

Film and tape from other
public television
stations

3.4

3.4

Film and tape from
commercial syndicates 4.3

Film and tape from
all others 6.6

3.4 3.4

3.3 2.6

3.1 2.1

11.4 6.8

100.0

35.9

6.9

3.2

{ 5.5t

100.0

34.3

9.2

5.4

2.6

4.0

1.8 1.9

6.5 5.3

1.1 0.6

7.9 10.6

9.2 9.0

6.4

1.4

8.7

100.0

18.2

33.9

100.0

16.0

38.8

6.9 6.1

{ 4.31' { 3.0t

14.0 9.7

3.7 4.5

.5:4 4.7

14.2 0.1

9.8 0.4

5.6 3.1

0.8 1.0

13.1 8.6'

0.1

100.0

14.3

54.7

5.4

1.5

0.9

5.2

2.8

4.2

0.3 0.1

1.9 2.0 2.3

5.8 4.1 2.7

5.5 10.4

* Percent greater than 0 but less than 0.05.

t Percent from State interconnection in FY 1970 and FY 1971 were reported under other interconnection.

Note: Data pertains only to those stations on air from beginning of fiscal year.

Source: Lee and Pedone.
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Reorganization of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting 

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting was created by Congress in 1967

and incorporated in 1968. It was intended to provide the funds for program- •

ing to be shown on nationwide public television and to fund the public tele-

vision network, Public Broadcasting Service (PBS). Until this year, all pro-

graming transmitted over PBS was made available at no charge to the local

stations. In the fall of 1974, this will no longer be the case.

Now stations must begin to pay for all but a few programs that will be

available on the national network. For each dollar that the stations must

pay to receive a. program, they will receive three dollars from a matching

fund made of CPB and Ford Foundation money. It is planned that over the

years, more and more of the matching fund burden will fall on the local

stations. They will be receiving directly an increasing share of the money

appropriated by Congress, and will. probably also continue to seek funds from

other contributors (mainly corporate funding and the U. S. Office of Education).

Stations will no longer simply have to make a yes-no decision about pro-

grams available at a given time on the network. At the beginning of each tele-

vision year, they review program proposals and vote for their choices. What

they pay is dependent on station budget, viewership, and the number of other

stations also interested in that program. Computerized bidding rounds procede

until choices and prices stabilize.

The corporation's programing budget will continue to fund only those pro-

grams it began last year, some new pilot programs that will be funded for two-

three years, and programing research.

In theory, this reorganization is intended to give more power over pro-
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graming to the local stations, but how this will alter the offerings is not

yet clear. What has already emerged is that the stations are willing to put

even more money into nationally distributed programing than had been planned•

under the new arrangements, and more than has been available for national pro-

graming to date. How many of these national programs are new -- and how many

of the new ones differ in any substantial way from the kind of national pro-

graming that has been offered to date is not yet known.

The corporation has not allowed any "instructional" programs to be made

available over PBS. Sesame Street and Electric Company are the only children's

programing it has funded, but will no longer: stations must (on the matching

fund basis) now pay half the cost; the U. S. Office of Education will pay the

other half. Any further role of the corporation in instructional pronraming

is now under serious review.
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Peoible contacted who made a substantial contribution

Donald Quayle- CPB- 202-293-6160

Ed Palmer- Chidren's Television Network- 212-

Harold Wigren- National Education Association- 202-

Brian Brightly- 21" Classroom- •

People who phould be interviewed(
/t. • , ,I ))

7

Brightly-again for further questions re local station operation, particularly for

AimErxkuilEerx information on the mechanitim w-i-4:h 21" classroom, where the television

agency is an arm of the Dept. of Ed., but needs buoadcast time

from WGBH, which isn't part of the Dept.

Aimee Leifer- she's had a great deal xit to do with Sesame Street, and should

be ved for overall comments

Robert Donaldsom- Children's Television Wookshop- Palmer suggested him as hte

peroon who knows most about how Sesame Street and EC got promoted

at the local station level.

Phil Collier- head of education, WGBH.

Mike Rice or Mark Stevens: program division, WGBH. Would be useful in explaning

how new program cooperative setup mAesx a difference. I spoke breifly

with Rice already-- he seemed willing to help out again if we

want him to.

. Ed Cohen - National Instructional Television Center- Bloomington, Indiana

Paul Shupbach- Great Plains Library

Since these libraries are respnnsible for making available some

of instructional material broadcast on public television, it wouldbe

worthwhile finding out how they operate.

Eventually, it seeems to me we will want to ask questions of a sampling of lcoal
re'

television broadcasters. In addition to those at WGBH listed above, I know

of only one other tho would be good to contact: Rick Breitenfeld at the

Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting.

Action forChildren's Television-- AGO suggested that"one of the Peggyls" w(Ituld

be good or general comments on the broadcasting section.

Brenda

!'

Lansdowne- Cosmix, a children's science show produced by ABC but not yet

on the air. Paul De Maggio found out abo t this. It would be interesting

to find out how it was produced, who miL;ht, sponsor IL( it isa. t yet sponsored)

how stations will he aksed to accept it, etc.



Ronald Brunner
insititute of public policy studies
University of Michigan
1516 Rackham Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

A copy of any proposal should be

sen+to him. I met him at Airlie House

and his group has been trying to

set up a study of the decision making

struCAre of the cable television industry. We
might, in fact, wish to talk with him in depth
when we get a little further along.-
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The Harvard University Program on Information Technologies and Public

Policy is studying decision-making processes which shape the content of •

educational media. Our approach is to compare book publishing and broad-

casting aimed at elementary and high school age learners in the United

States. We seek to understand how differences in the decision-making struc-

ture of these two media are reflected in the material transmitted.

ihe focus of this part of the study is the way in which textbooks are

produced and selected for public elementary and high schools in the United

States. At this point we see three critical steps in a textbook's career:

1) the publisher's decision to publish;

2) the school's decision to adopt;

3) the teacher's decision to use the material and the way
in which the teacher uses it.

We are concerned at this time with the second step -- adoption -- and

With the production process insofar as it bears upon adoption. Our findings

regarding formal textbook selection practices in the fifty states appear in

the map on the follo.:ino page. The questions we are addressing follow a brief

note on terminology.



LOC/V ADOPTiON •

State operated schools (some rural, regional and
miliary base) state adopted, others local.

District selection policies approved by state.

Districts with over 20,000 school-age c'nildron
may adopt other texts; all districts may adopt
others with OK of State Board of Education.

Primary state, secondary local.

May adopt others with state OK.

9. Cities of over 40,000 population may adopt own
10. District may adopt if drops out of state suporf
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I-C A NOTE oN TERMINUMY

We understand, that in many classrooms the lone textbook has been

supplanted by the package -- text with supporting printed and non-print

instructional wedia.

Partly for brevity, partly because of the traditional and, for the

present at least, continuing dominance of the textbook among instructional

media, We use two terms -- textbook and basic  instructional m(ldia -- inter-

changeably throughout this outline. The term textbook may he used to describe

an instructional package in its entirety.

While the definition of suonlcmentarv materials may vary from school to

school, in general we use this expression to mean instructional materials

(print or otherwise) used instead of or in addition to a basic text or package.

(A basic text or package is one which structures the bulk of the curriculum for

an entire course.)

Because of the comparative thrust of this study, we do not include

broadcast media within our definition of textbooks or supplementary materials.

These two categories include only propack.aoed materials (including audio or

video tapes i.nd cassettes) on hand in the school. Broadcast programs, while

frequently prepackaged, arc transmitted from outside the school.

In this usage, pliblishers includes producers of books, pamphlets, film-__

strips, slides, video cassettes and other non-broadcast instructional materials.
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Part II

II-A INTRODUCTION

Our questions are dividud into three intimately related categories:

production, marketing and adoption.

By production we mean the process which determines the form and content

of the product which enters the marketplace.*

By marketing we mean the ways in which publishers determine which

educational products are in demand and the activities of publishers which

promote their products to state and local agencies.

In pdoEtion we focus upon the behavior of public agencies which select

textbooks for in-school use.

II-B PRODUCTION

Our questions about production are aimed at determining who makes

decisions about textbook content before textbooks enter the marketplace, and

what economic and other factors set parameters within which decisions are

made. We divide our questions into the following categories: content,

econmic factors, product initiative, authorship and editorial preparation,

out-of-house inputs and industry structure.

II-13-1 Content 

In order to place subsequent discussion in context, we begin with

several questions about the materials which the respondent company produces.

What percentage of the company's income is accounted for by elementary
materials? High school materials? Other?

* This definition is broader than conventional publishing usage since it

includes the functions of authors and c,ditors as well as 'production' or
Wnufacturing' departmenk.
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What percentage of the company's income is accounted for by material in
the language arts? Sciences? Social studies? Other?

What percentage of the company's income is accounted for by series of
basic texts or packages? Single grade texts or packages (not in series)?
Supplementary materials? Other?

What percentage of the company's income comes from print material?
Audiovisual? Other?

Are any of the company's materials made available for broadcast? .1f
so, which ones and how?

What (if any) trends characterize the kinds of materials which the ,
company is producing? Are there any particularly exciting or important pro-
jects in which the company is presently involved?

11-B-2 Economic Factors

We would expect that, as in any business, in publishing considerations

of cost and profit are implicit in every step of development and marketing, and

we seek (in this section and throughout) to understand what these considerations

are and what, if any, effect they have on the content which is transmitted to

learners.

How is the number of copies of a text a publisher expects to sell related
to the decision to take a chance on a new product? What kinds of market con-
ditions are auspicious for the development of a new text? What kinds of infor-
mation lead a publisher to feel that a new product will at least break even?

What extras do basic texts include in addition to the bound book? Are
these included in the unit price? When optional, how generally are they pur-
chased with the book? How large a share of the total income from the package
do non-book materials represent?

. What are the relative investments needed to develop the following:

an elementary series
a high school series
a single subject/grade level package, elementary
a single subject/grade level package, high school
printed supplementary material
audiovisual supplementary material

What are their relative production costs? Their relative potential profitability?
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To what extent are there different economies of scale for materials in
different subject areas? What factors make a dilferenee? Do cost and demand
interact to create greater diversity in some fields than in others?

Are there trends in the kinds of material schools are demanding which
may lead to changes in the economics of textbook publishing? If so, what
trends and what kinds of changes?

To what extent, if any, have the development of modular or mini-courses
affected the textbook market? How are publishers responding to requests for
materials for such courses?

How important is the federal impact upon the instructional materials
market? To what extent and in what ways has government spending affected
the textbook market in the last twenty years?

To what extent and in what ways would cutbacks in federal education
spending affect the instructional materials market?

It has been suggested that the federal government may adopt as policy
support for the right-to-read doctrine, bilingual education, and career
education. How likely are these policies to be implemented? To what extent
and in what ways would they affect the instructional materials market? How
would publishers respond?

Do texts or series ever fail? At what point is a project considered a
failure and aborted or withdrawn from the market?

II-D-3 Product illitiative 

We seek to understand the sources of product initiative both within

the individual publisher's organization and within the industry itself, with

the expectation that different patterns of product development are likely to

yield different kinds of finished products.

How does a publisher decide to publish a new textbook or series? What
inputs influence the decision? Where does the final decision-making power lie?

II-B-1 Authorship and Editorial PrIparation

We wish to examine the in-house career of a new text, with the ex-

pectation that the backgrounds and goals both of the authors and of the editors

who play such an important role in the development of the 'engineered product'

will affect the manner in which a project is executed.
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Who writes textbooks? How are authors recruited? What attributes makes
a . potential author attractive to a publisher?

How are editorial production departments organized? How prevalent is
teamwork or editorial specialists? What form does this take? What qualifi-
cations do publishers seek in their production staffs?

What if any further inputs does the author make once he turns in his
manuscri0.? Does the author retain any veto power over the final product?

11-13-5 Out-of-House In9uts

We are interested in the role of concerned individuals and groups

from outside the publisher's organization in the development of instructional

materials. We surmise that the outside evaluations solicited during the

project's course may indicate both who actually has influence on the production

process and whom publishers perceive to have power in the adoption process.

What outside inputs enter into the production process? What out-of-
house people see proposals? Manuscripts? Page proofs? At what point are
projects reviewed by key adopting boards? Teachers' groups? Private organ-
izations? Others?

How are comments solicited and responded to? Who requests them? Who
sees them? To what extent are the editorial staff exposed to the perspec-
tives of sales staffs? Of teachers? Of adoption boards? In what ways?

What role do subject-oriented teachers groups (e.g., National Council
of Teachers of English) play in curriculum development?

To what extent are projects pre-tested? When they are, how are sites
selected? At what stage does pretesting occur and how are its results evaluated?
To what extent are adopter demands for validation likely to affect this? When
adopters demand extensive validation, who pays for it?

I1-B-6 Industry Structure

We hope to learn in what ways and to what extent differences in si7e 5

ownership or location may effect the materials which publishers produce. We

are also interested in the role of independently funded curricular development

organizations.



To what extent do large companies tend to be more Or less innovative than
small companies? What cost and market factors affect this?

To what extent do publishers with narent corporations tend to take fewer
or more risks than independents? Why?

To what extent, if an, are publishers from different regions depondOnt
upon different m:d-Lets Or responsive to different constituencies? To what
extent, if any, does the centralization of the industry in the east and to
a lesser extent in the midwest affect the form or content of curricula?

To what extent 0 government funded curriculum development organizations
play a role as sources of new material? In what way? To what extent, if any,
does a publisher who produces a government funded curriculum have an advantage
(in publicity, prestige, etc.) over a competitor who develops materials in-
house? To what extent is profitability either limited (by contract terms) or
enhanced (by the absence of in-house development costs)? Is there any trend

in the role such curricula will play in publishing, or in the role of the NIE
In curricular development?

II-C MARKUINft

The aspects of marketing which interest us here are market research,

strategy, operations, and market structure.

II-C-1 Market Research

The information which publishers receive about 
the kinds of materials

which are in demand shapes their expectations of 
That will be commercially

successful. These expectations, in turn, influence the na
ture of what they

produce. If different sources of market information 
and different networks

through which information is transmitted conv
ey different kinds of infor-

mation, then those factors are likely to 
influence the final product.

How do publishers gather information regarding what educational products

and what approaches to educational media are in demand? To what extent is in-

formation gathering formalized into market research organizations, to uhat extent

based on informal reports from the field? What are the initial sources of such

information? Throueh what channels does market information reach the top? Are

certain districts and states regarded as bellweather or vanguard markets that other

markets follow? . If so, which ones, and why?
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Strategy refers to the publisher's overall game plan to promote and

sell a new product. In particular, we are concerned with the influence of

pivotal states and districts on textbook content and presentation. With ten

states providing 18.8% of all El-Hi textbook sales and eight state adoption

states providing 28.8% of all sales (Association of American Publishers, 1974),

it seems reasonable to hypothesize that these states play a leading role in

publishers' sales strategies. Is this so and, if so, how are the expectations

of these states reflected in decisions about textbook content?

Where are sales efforts focused? To what extent are there states which
can make or break a product? Which ones? Why?

If publishers do concentrate on important states, to what extent does
this concentration affect product content? To what extent do small states
and local adoption states have ways in which they. can influence publishers?
How?

At what point will a publisher find it profitable to put out a special
edition of a text for a state or group of states? When will a publisher find
it more desirable to publish multiple editions rather than revise his text to
important state specifications before publication? Do differential investment
requirements for different kinds of books make such practices vary depending
upon subject matter, grade, etc.?

Do most major publishers make some marketing effort in each of the
fifty states? If not, on what do they base their decisions? To what extent
are markets regional rather than national?

To what extent do state bond requirements and other state prescriptions
for publishers who offer instructional materials for local adoption inhibit
a publisher from competing in a state? Why?

In local adoption states, to what extent are there trend-setting dis-
tricts from whom publishers need to win adoptions? Which ones? Why? To
what extent does concentration OH pivotal districts affect content?

Is it correct to infer from the NEA/AAP Selection of_Instructlonal
Materials _guide that publishers favor local adoption over state adoption?
If so, why?
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IT-C-3 p2p.rations.

Operations refers to the activities of sales organizations in

specific states and districts. We expect that learning with whom sales per-

sonnel interact most intensely would help us understand where power lies -in

state adoption organizations. A further hypothesis suggests that by providing

differential amounts or kinds of information to different decision-makers,

sales personnel may themselves affect the balance of initiative within state

adoption agencies.

How are sales and marketing divisions organized? How are salesmen
selected? What backgrounds arc valued? How closely are sales personnel
supervised? Are salesmen compensated by commission in addition to salary?

What form do salesman-adoption agency contacts take? How closely are
salesmen regulated by the states and what are the effects of such regulations?

What role, if any, do authors ploy in promotion and marketing? What
role, if any, do editorial personnel play?

To what extent do promotional activities go on outside adopting units,
e.g., at professional meetings, teachers' conventions, etc.? How important
are such activities?

To what extent do publishers use printed promotional materials, e.g.,
direct mail or advertisements in professional journals? How important are
these? To what extent are they used in lieu of, to what extent in addition
to personal sales contacts?

To what extent do sales personnel attempt to enlist support of or to
neutralize the objections of citizens groups and pressure groups? How do
they do this?

What strategies do publishers use in multiple adoption states to per-
suade districts to choose their books once they have been adopted by the state?
How important are local sales efforts, both before and after state adoption?
To what extent is state adoption the major battle?

How important a factor is price in adoption decisions? How negotiable

is price? Are there any other contract incentives (e.g., package deals,
adjustment of shipping costs, etc.) a publisher can offer an adopter?
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II-C-4 Market Structure

Market structure is of interest because we hope to illuminate the

nature of competition between small companies (state, regional and specialty

houses) and majors and to determine if generalizations about decision-

making in large houses apply to small ones as well. If small firms compose

an important share of the market, it will be important to understand how

they work. If they are inconsequential then we need not devote much

attention to them.

What makes a publisher 'major'? How many majors are there? What
share of the market do they control?

What market share do regional or state publishers control? What market
share do specialist publishers control? Are these shares growing, shrinking,
Or remaining stable? How do regional and specialist publishers cuopete with
the majors?

II-D ADOPTION

Adoption authorities clearly exercise formal control over the instruc-

tional materials content which reaches learnbrs. Under this heading we seek

to understand how decision-making power is allocated within the adoption

process, the limits of the adoption power, and. the role of private organiza-

tions and pressure groups.

II-1)-1 Ouanization of the Adoption Process

Our first questions concern criteria for adoptions and the likely

effects of variations in the formal organization of the state and local adop-

tion power on the outcom2s of the process. We would expect different out-

comes if individuals in different agencies, with different sources of authority

or different backgrounds had conflicting perspectives, interests, or consti-

tuencies. If important differences exist, we must look beyond the adopt'

unit to groups within the adopting unit as 1oci of control.
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What formal criteria are used for adoption decisions in state adoption
states? How strictly are these criteria observed and to what extent do un-
articulated criteria or intuitive reactions enter into adoption decisions?

To what extent do variations in the locus of decision-making (e.g.,
different roles For superintendents, boards of education, Leachers advisory committ
comittees, textbook commissions, etic.) affect adoption practice in state
adoption states? To what extent do such variations affect publishers' sales
operations? If so, how?

To what extent does the selection process for adoption decision-makers
(e.g., appointment by state governor, appointment by state superintendont of
education, election) affect adoption practice? To what extent do such vari-
ations affect publishers' sales operations? If they do, how?

To what extent does the background -- lay or education professional
of adoption decision-makers affect adoption agency practice? Do variations
affect sales approaches? If so, how?

Are there any trends in the role that teachers and teachers' organizations
play in the adoption process? If so, what are these and what are their likely
implications? What kinds of demands are teachers and teachers' organizations
making that might affect the manner in which texts are selected, and Ii ow are
these demands likely to be met?

Will the Serrano v.t_Pries_t. decision in Calilornia have ramifications
in states which do not presently fund public school textbooks at the state
level? If more states begin to pay for texts aro they likely to demand more
control? (Has Rodriguez v. San Antonio Unified School District made this
point moot?)

What formal criteria do local districts use for textbook selection? To
what extent do they adhere to them, to what extent are intuition or non-

articulated criteria important?

How do local districts organize adoption decision-waking? At the
district level? County? School level? How closely do actual district

practices reflect the recorrilendations of the NU/AAP procedural guidelines?
Is local adoption decision-making more or less centralized in one person or
small group than state decision-making?

Il-D-2 Limits of the Adontion Power

With the trend towrds multiple adoptions and the frequent formal

exceptions to state authority in state adoption states, it is important

to understand the limitations of state adoptions. Are the exceptions and

limitations as plentiful, in practice, as they appear to be in some states?
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If so, to what extent does it still make sense to expect those states to

exert major influence over textbook content, or is the distinction between

state and local adoption breaking down? Similarly, we ask about the rigidity

of local district adoptions and the extent to which their decisions are

actually binding in practice on individual teachers and schools.

To what extent are the materials adopted by boards the ones actually
used in the classroom? When they are not, why is this? How much latitude
is given by law? In practice?

How are 'supplementary materials' defined? To what extent do local
districts, or schools within districts use supplementary materials as de
facto texts?

In states where local districts may use non-adopted texts if they are
approved upon application to state authority, how frequently do they utilize
this option? In such states do publishers continue to market non-adopted
texts?

II-D-3 Private Organizations

We wish to understand the role of private organizations and pressure

groups in the adoption process. At what points do they attempt to exert

influence? How successful are their attempts and what factors determine

their success or lack of it?

What roles do private interests groups play in the adoption process?
Are there important differences between the kinds of groups that apply pres-
sure at the state and local levels? The kind of pressure applied? Its efficacy?

. To what extent do pressure groups on both sides of .a controversial issue
set parameters for treatment of this issue in texts?

Where pressure groups demand substantive changes in textbook content
(e.g., the women's movement's desire for new female role models in elementary
readers), to what extent are changes costly to publishers, to what extent
economically beneficial (e.g., in creating demand for now editions)? Do
economic factors lead publishers, as businessmen, to be more open to certain
kinds of substantive change than to others?

To what extent are there different decision-making processes for dif-
ferent kinds of subject matter? E.g., to what extent, if any, are decisions
about physics, language or vocational materials mad2 largely by specialists,
vhile sensitive areas like history, social studies, or biology (reproduction,
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evolution) are contested in the political arena? If processes differ con-
siderably, do publishers have different sales strategies for controversial
and non-con iroversial books?
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I-D PITMDUCTION

Our questions are divided into four intimately rela
ted categories:

1) school selection procedures;

2) the role of publishers and their representatives;

3) the role of interest groups; and

4) supplementary and broadcast materials.

Questions in all four categories are aimed at refin
ing our understanding of

the decision-making processes which determine that mate
rials children use in

the classroom.

By school selection procedures we refer to the formal
 and informal acti-

vities of the apparatus which has been established
 by the adopting unit to

select curricular materials.

By role of publishers we refer both to input recei
ved by adopting units

from publishers attempting to sell their wares and to 
interaction between

publishers and school decision-naLers in product 
develonent.

By role of interest oroups we refer to the activities
 of groins or indi-

viduals who are not part of the formi selection apparat
us hut who wish to

influence the selection process.

Under the heading of supplementary and broadcast mate
rials we focus upon

the selection process for materials which may not be dealt
 with in thc sane

way as texts.

*
To provide context for subsequent discussion, we 

precede these questions

with several questions about instructional materials
 currently in use.
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I-E INSTRUCTINa MATMTAIS CUPJINTIY IN UU

67,2
Different schools and different systems may use different mixes of

instructional materials. For instance, one school may use primarily bound

textbooks for most of its courses, while another may rely heavily unon

audiovisual materials and supplementary printed matter. The following

questions serve to Provide an orientation for later discussion by helping

us understand the mix of instructional materials currently in use within

the adopting unit.

What percentage of the instructional materials dollar gOeS towards

basic instructional materials? To what extent are textbooks (including

textbook--centered packagQs) used in courses as the primary instructional

material? What kinds of other instructional materials are in use, how

widely, and which courses?

What percentage of the instructional materials dollar coos for

supplementary materials? Of this, what percentage is audiovisual, what

percentage printed? What percentage broadcast?

To what extent are the texts and series that publishers offer packacies

which include materials other than bound basic textbooks? What kinds of

other waterials? To what extent are such related materials included in

the unit price, to what extent are they optional extras? When optional,

to what extent does the adopting unit purchase such extras?
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Part II

II-A SCMOL SFLECTION PPOCFPURES

Our focus here includes both the formal organization through which the

adopting unit selects its instructional materials and the ways in which the

individuals in that organization actually gather information, determine

selection criteria, weigh competing values and, ultimately, reach dacisions.

Our questions are divided into the following categories: organization,

selection criteria and product research, decision-making, implementation,

and cost and funding.

II-A-1 Organization

First we hope to learn what individuals or bodies take formal part#20in

the textbook selection process and what career backgrounds decision-makers

have, We would expect different outcomes when individuals in different

agencies with differont sources of authority or differont backgrounds have

different perspectives, interests or constituencies.

At what level (county, district, city, individual school) are textbooks

initially selected?

Are adoptions multiple or basic? If multiple, how many texts are adopted

for each subject/grade level?

What individuals or bodies take formal part in the selection process?

How and by whom are these individuals and/or bodies appointed? Pow long
are their terms? Can they be removed? If so, by whom and under what circu,11-

stances?

From what career backgrounds do participants in the selection process come?
What qualities and experiences does the appointing person or agency look for in
prospective appointees?



II-A-2 Selection Criteria and Product Pesearch.

We are concerned with the guidelines which the adopting unit uses in

its search for texts and, since the extent to which agencies adhere to formal

guidelines is variable, with the procedures actually foIluled.

we are interested in the sources and kinds of information decision-makers

employ since information of different qualities or from different sources

may lead to different conclusions.

What, if any, general guidelines does the adopting unit use in its
search for texts? Vim writes these guidelines? To what extent do procedures
exist to implement them? How effective are such procedures?

What, if any, specific guidelines are used in the search for snecific
texts? Who writes these ouidelines? To what extent do procedures exist to
implement them? How effective are such procedures?

Does the adonting unit nre-test texts before adoption? What proportion
of the competing texts are tasted? Pow are texts selected for in-class use
and evaluation? How is information from pre-tests used?

What, if any, attempts are made to determine what books other school
systems are using, and how effective these books have been? If other schools
are contacted, which ones and why? How is such information gathered? How
is it used?

What, if any, validation (proof of effectiveness) does the adopting unit
require from publishers?

What other sources of information do decision-makers have regarding the
effectiveness of texts which have been proposed for adoption?
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II-A-3 Decision-Making

0

We wish to understand the way in which individuals within the formal .

selection apparatus operate and to annreciate the balance of responsibilities

and power within that apparatus. For example, in many systems, one body

makes initial selection decisions subject to the approval of another indi-

vidual or body. In such a situation, to the extent that approval is pro

forma, real decision-making power lies with the first party; to the extent

that review is rigorous, our attention should focus on the second party as

well.

How does the adopting unit decide when to look for a new text? Where
adoption schedules are determined by statute, how are new subjects, not dealt
with in existing regulations, handled? Where schedules are not deter;.lined
by statute, who initiates the search for a new text? When?

From how large a pool of competing books are the adopted books drawn?
How does a text get into this pool? Who is responsible For studying the
proposed texts? How many books is each decision-maker responsible for
reading and cri tiguing? How long are decision-makers given to study the
texts? To what extent do review procedures permit careful examination of
competing texts? In Practice, how thoroughly acquainted are decision-makers
with the competing texts?

Who chairs meetings of committees whiCh make adoption decisions? To
what extent does the chairperson determine the course of the proceedings? In
what ways (e.g. by setting agenda, invitinn speakers, etc.)? To what extent
are some members of the adoption committee more involved in decision-making
than others? Which ones? Why?

What person or body makes the initial choice of texts to be adopted? Who
makes the final decision?

If one party makes a decision subject to the approval of another, to
what extent is that approval problematic, to what extent pro forma?

How does a textbook leave the adoption list? If an adopted text does not
become unadopted routinely, under what conditions does this occur?
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II-A-4 Implementation

To the extent that unadopted materials are used in classrooms, we must

look beyond the formal process to understand where decision-making power lies.

It is important then to learn what degree of confomity to the adoption list

exists, how many exceptions occur, and under what circumstances.

To what extent does the adopting unit seek to determine that its .qelections
are used in the classroom? !fiat procedures exist to this end? How effective
are these procedures?

Are all texts used in the schools adopted by the procedure described?
If not, when are exceptions permitted? Pm/ cmmon are such exceptions?

II-A-5 Cost and  Funding

We are interested in who controls how much of the purse-Strings for text-

book purchase and to That extent fiscal control is associated with substantive

influence on the selection process. Furthermore we hope to learn how the supply

• of funding available may influence the kinds of materials purchased for class-

room use.

How important a factor is price in textbook selection? To what extent are
othervise acceptable texts rejected because they are too costly? To what extent
and in what ways is price negotia5le (either directly or indirectly throu0 bulk
discounts, adjustment of shipping or related charges, etc.)?

How is textbook purchase funded? What if any contribution is made by the
state? What if any stipulations are attached to state aid? To what extent do
state agencies attempt to influence local textbook selection? What agencies?
How? With what results?

Is there any trend to-lards an increased or decreased state share in textbook
funding? If so, from where is the innelus coming? Would nroposed changes
affect textbook selection? If so, how? -

What if any contribution is made by the federal government? What if any
stipulations are attached to federal aid? To hat extent do federal aceneies
attempt to influence local textbook selection? How? With what results?

Is there any trend to-fards an increased or decreased federal share in
textbook funding? If so, from where is the impetus coming? Would proposed
changes affect textbook selection? If so, how?
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To what extent micht federal snecial purpose programs (like carer cduca-
tion or hilingudl instruction) affect the instructional wiLerials purchase
pattern? In what ways?

What percentage do instructional materials represent of the adopting
unit's total educational expenditures?

II-B ROLE OF PUBLISHERS 

Our interest in the role of publishers is threefold. First we wish to

understand the ways in which school decision-makers and publishing personnel

interact during the selection process. Secondly we are interested in broader

issues of publisher responsiveness to adoption decision-makers and to educators

outside the imediate adoption process. Finally we are interested in the

relative share of different kinds of suppliers in the school textbook dollar.

I1-13-1 Sales Procedures

Here we are concerned with the input decision-makers receive from pub-

lishers who seek to persuade them to buy their hooks. We are interested in

the extent and nature of the colomunication between decision-makers and pub-

lishing personnel, the amount and quality of information decision-makers get

from publishers, and the degree to which school people perceive publishing

personnel as sensitive to their needs and desires.

How does the adopting unit inform publisHrs that a new text is !)eing
sought? If they contact publishers, formillly or informally, what determines
which publishers are informed? If there is a list, how is it revised?

How many publishers offer texts for adoption? Do all publish2rs who wish
to sell materials send represontaLives? How do others attempt to persuade the
adopting unit? To what extent do publishers who do send representatives have
an edge in the competition?
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What are the formal procedures for publi!;her/decision-maker contacts?
How flexible are formal procc,dures? Are there any regulations conerning the
extent or nature of contacts between publishers representatives and local •
decision-makers?

To what extent do publishers' representatives come from educational
backgrounds? How familiar are they with classroom procedures and problems?
How responsive are they to the needs of the adopting unit?

Do local decision-makers have contact with other personnel than pub-
lishers' representatives? Do local decision-m;Ikers meet with authors? Ilith
editorial personnel? With executives? When do such meetings occur and
what is discussed?

II-13-2 Responsiveness

The more ongoing and less sporadic the mr,munication between outside

professionals -- both adoption decision-makers and educators in professional

associations and schools of education -- and pl:klishers, the greater the

extent to which we might expect the values and preferences of educators and

decision-makers to he reflected in textbooks. We hope to understand the

kinds of new materials and changes in existing materials which school decision-

makers and educational policy-nakers seek from publishers, and the ways in

which publishers respond to their requests.

To what extent do local school decision-makers interact with pOlishers
in between adoption decisions? In That contexts? To what extent do pOlishers
seek advice or reviews on new project,: from local decision-nakers? If so,
what kind and from whom?

To what extent do teachers in the adopting unit participate in subject-
centered professional orrus like the l!ation-1 Council of TPi,chers of [n 11
To rhat extent are teachers, as parLicipants in such organizations, involved
in curricular development?

To what extent do local officials or bodies urge publishers to change
sections of Looks that are in production or already printed? Under whaL oir-
cmAstances? At what point; in the production process arc such requests usually
made? How responsive are pthlishers? Are some publishers more responsive
than others? Which ones? Why?



How difficult is it to find good textbooks? Are there some subject/
graa's. levels in which all books on the market are flawd in some important
way? lAich ones? Why do such inadequacies persist?

To what extent do local officials or committees seek to encourage pub-
lishers to develop new products? How do they communicate their desires?
How responsive are publishers to such requests? Are some more responsive
than others? Which ones? Why?

II-13-3 Sales Shares

We are interested in the relative share of different kinds of publishers

in the school textbook dollar for two reasons. First, ye might expect that

small publishers differ in some important ways from major publishers. If

local and specialist publishers supply a major part of the texts which schools

use, it will be important for us to understand their operations. Secondly,

we hypothesize that publishers from different parts of the country nay have

different major markets or, conceivably, respond to different constituencies.

A finding that districts throughout the United States buy their books from

the same publisher would tend to refute this hypothesis.

Approximately what percentage of the adopting unit textbook dollar goes
to major suppliers -- i.e. companies with full product lin - s (subject and grade
level) and national sales and distrihution? Of this z,oproxii:lately what per-
centage goes to companies located in the east (:fr!w York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
etc.)? Approximately what percentage to companies in the midwest (Illinois,
Indiana, Mohican, etc.)? Elsewhere?

Approximately what percentage of the adooting unit textbook dollar goes
to local or regional publishers (i.e. located in the same region, without
national distribution)?

APProxiikltely what percentage of the adontina unit textbook dollar ones to
publishers who specialize in one subject area, or several related subject areas
(e.g. elementary science, vocational education, or supplementary social studies)?
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II-C ROLE OF 1N1EREST GrrImP!-;

We wish to understand the role of private organizations and pressure ordups

in the adoption process, the points at which they exert influence, and the

determinants or their success or lack of it, Our questions are divided into

the following categories: general questions, methods and goals, variations

by subject, and teachers' organizations.

II-C-1 General Ouestions

Depending upon the point at which it is applied, pressure might take

different forms or have different consequences. We are interested in the extent

to which interest groups are within the adoption process and the extent to which

they are outside it; and. we hope to understand the mechanics of interest group

representation and the extent to which publishers and adopters seek to either

use or defuse such groups.

What inputs do parent groups and other interest grouns have in the text-

book selection process? To what extent are these inputs formelized? In what vas?

To what extent are interest groups represented within selecting bodies?

To what extent are they outside the adoption process? To what extent do interest

groups influence textbook decisions? nich groups and which decisions?

To what extent is the decision-making process open to the public? Mich

parts? Are public hearings held? May members of the public testify? flay they

question publishers' representatives? What screening process must would-be

participants pass through? !That impact do pOlic hearings have on adoption

decisions?

To what extent do adoption decision-makers attempt to enlist support of or

to neutralize the objections of citizens groups and pressure groups? Ho-4 do

they do this?

To what extent do publishers' representatives attempt to enlist surnort

of or to neutraliee the objections of citizens groups and pressure grouns?

How do they do this?
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IT-C-2 nethods and Goals

Groups may attempt to influence the adoption process in different ways

and toward different ends. We would expect that groups which monitor decision-

makers constantly tend to he, in the long run, more influential than groups

which spring up around a single issue for a brief period; by the same token,

we would expect groups which seek major educational change to use their inputs

into the textbook selection process in a different way than groups which have

more limited aims.

To what extent do stable private groups continueusly monitor textbook
decisions? To what extent do temporary ad hoc interest groups spring up around
certain issues?

What trends, if any, have malted the past five years regarding the kinds
of groups which have attempted to influcmce the adoption process and the kinds
of dcman:Is such groups have made? To what extent do different kinds of grouns
use different strategies to influence the selection process?

To what extent do groups which seek major chanes in school policy use
textbook decisions as a fulcmn to attract publicity and support?

II-C-3 Variation by Subject

Interest groups, almost by definition, tend to he concerned with some,

but not all, texts. This sugoests the possibility that decisions may be

made about politically 'hot' subjects (those which attract the attention of

many interest groups) in a different way than decisions about politically

neutral subjects.

To what extent are there different decision-making processes for different
kinds of subject matter? E.g. to what extent, if any, are decisions about
physics, lulguage or vocaLional materials ;;dc, largely by specialists, while
sensitive areas like history, social studies or biology (reproduction, evolution)
are contested in the political arena?
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Teachers' Organizations

Because of their -importance in many areas, and because of their position

midway between interest groups and part of the formal apparatus, we treat

teachers' organizations separately.

What, if any, inouts do teachers' groups (1u, AFT or local variants)
have in the selection process? What policy objectives are such oroanizaLions
striving towards? To what extent is their input formalized? To what extent
are their positions represented by individual teachers involved in the selec-
tion process? To what extent are they shared by other actors in the selection
process?

Is the role of teachers in instructional materials decision-making
guaranteed in teachers' contracts? If so, how? If not, to what extent:, if
any, are teachers seeking such a contract provision?

II-D SUPPLPIENTARY MATPIALS MAnCAST rEw

Here we are concerned with the procedures used to select materials --

supplementary and broadcast (see section I-C) -- which may be outside of the

regular adoption structure.

II-D-1 Supplementary riaterials

Frequently the selection process for supplementary materials differs froN

that for texts. The significance or alternative selection methods for supplementary

materials depends upon how such materials are defined by the adopting unit and upon

the importance of such material in the school curriculum. nere they are not

selected in the usual manner, supplementary materials may provide an input for

additional instructional materials decision-ookers.

How are supplementary materials defined? MT., are they chosen? Aro there

different methods for different kinds of suppleanLary materials? If so, what

are they? To what extent are suppicTontary materials used instead of texts
as the major materials in a course?



To what extent and in what ways does the textbook selection process
facilitaLe or limit the development of modular, experimental or individoali/od
curricula?

To what extent do schools and teachers within the adontinq unit develop
their em instructional materials? By whom are such materials aporoved?

II-D-2 Prnadcast Materials

Broadcast media differ from other instructional media in several important

ways. For instance, unlike textbooks, which can be read and reread before

adoption, a television series is usually admitted into the classroom, or the

home, as a thematic concept; specific installments are generally not approved

before showing. Furthermore, even if proorams are approved, classroom use

cannot occur without a decision by a station manager to broadcast, Ye are

interested in how educational decision-makers deal with the comparatively new

issues of classroom use of broadcast materials.

How widespread are classroom broadcast reception facilities in the adonting uniL.

To what extent is television programming part of the formal school cur-
riculum in the adopting unit?

Is program material formally adopted? By whom? What inputs do teachers
have? Studen1;s?

What criteria are used for selecting broadcast materials? Are available
pronrams ever altered to suit the needs of rarticular schools? How is this
accomplished?

Do schools in the adopting unit use programs from the public television
station or from coromercial stations? Yhich programs?

Do schools use Sesame Street or The Electric Company? Is so, for how long
have they been in use? Have they been formally adopted?

Who brinos material uo for adoption -- television station managers?
Producers? Network officials? Do teachers or students ever request formal
adoption of a particular broadcast proaram?

Who owns the stations whose programs are used? Does the school board
contribute to these stations?
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Do schools pay for programs used in the classroom? If so, on what basis?

What, if any, plans exist to formalize the way in which broadcast materials
reach the schools?
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in my office.

(Upon enterin7 Ail.cen 207,
will see, in the corner, lined

other, three file cabinets, each
The one on the left of the three
boxes in front of then) contains
publishinVbroadcastin.7 project
from the ton..

DiFarrP.:io
Au7ut 23/74

to your ri7,ht you
U:p one net to the
with four file drawer.
(the other two have
nate±ials for the

in the second drawerOm OM

1) There are fifty files, one each for each of the fifty
states, with information within on that state's textbook
selection practices, mostly responses to Nikki's Y,ay letter.

2) The folluwinn3 other file folders:

6) Corresoondence_7 rrepTal. This contains lettern written
and received to individuals other than those who were
reviewers of the two research outlines. (Chronolo,:ical)

b) corresnorf'ence: Letters re_intervir-ws(software):
These are -:.1:6:1ters to people rc2arain7 interviews. Also
a couple lists containinr3 Phone numbers. (Chronolo7ical)

c) Draft: Publishers: This contains the various incarnations
of the first research outline sent out to publishers for
reactions and comments on how to structure our inquiry.

d) Publishers: First revision: This folder contiins .

the incarntions of the first revision of th3 publishers'
research outline -- that is the outline that we eventually
took to peoTple like Ginn to get responses to specific
questions.

e) Local Adortion Outline: This contains the first draft

of the research outline for local and nonadontion state

selection people, which is currently roinr; around for

criticism.

riscpljnppus: Is miscellaneous. Includes notes on

Hall thesis, receipt for in the 1.duc. ;:aterlais InOutr71
selected p,es fx.op the AdootIon :ata 711c, the old list

of questions for adoption states which never blossomed into

a real research outline, and notes taken thusfor on the I.E.D.
textbook selection study.

COPT.F OF I 1 T777=1 A7.7 (1TTT,L TN 717 T,OcT,77 7?TT 7 7mr TIT CA'nnT.',9

(YTTC hOt:1 mine and Litki's. I don't rereber anyehin-: lirther

about Nikki's stuff, but 'Derl-nus everythin -; is either in her desk

or in the file (looked) bo:, as her memo indicates.
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LIST OF INDIVIDUALS INT=ITT1ED su:,1:112211,. by PJD

Mr. Ray Bentley. Editor. Beacon Press.

Mr. Rudolph 1. Bernstein. Assistant Princiortl, Supervision

of Eivaish. Charles Evans Hughes High School, New Yo-r17

City Public Schools.

Dr. J. Bernard Everett, Assistant Superintendent for Instruc-

tion, retired, Newton Public Schools. (41 Lennox St„

West Newton, Mass. 02165, 332-9339)

Miss Elizabeth A. Glass, Chief, Bureau of Elementary and

Secondary Educcion Connecticut State Department of

Education. (203-566-4825)

Dr. Harold Gores. President, Educational Facilities Labs,

New York,

Professor Aimee Leifer. As.sistant Professor in the Center

for Research in Children,s Television, Harvard Gr
aduate

School of Education.

Ur. Jack Lynch. Formerly in RD at Fouhton M
ifflin. (196

Hesperus Avenue, Va7nolia, Mass. 525-3428).

Dr. Austin McCaffrey. Vice President. Assoc
iation of Amer-

ican Publishers. (1 Park Avenue, N.Y 10016).

Miss Mary McNulty. Senior Associate. Association of Amer-

ican Publishers.

Mr, Darwin Newton. Vice President and Executive ManaTinc;

Editor. Ginn & Company. (191 Sprin?; St., LexinTton.)

Mr. Stanley
R!:oble. Past President, Noble & Noble, Educatbnal

'Publishers, (16 Lakeview Avenue, N. Tarrytown, N.
Y. 10591).

Mr. Thomas Phelps, Nanan:er of 1arketin7 Administration.

Ginn & Company. (191 Sprin St„ Lexington, 
Kass,)

Dr. James Squire. Editor-in-Chief, Ginn & Company.
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oLc on  indiviCinals

Mr. Bentley of Beacon Press was extremely interested
in the project and offered to be of continued assistance in
any way possible.

nr. Bernstein also offered further assistance, and said
we may use his name in contact1n7 three individuals in the N.Y.
school system. (Listed in notes to his interview,)

Dr. Everett did not offer further assistance, but we had
a corr;cnial meetin7 and he nay be a good source of contacts in
ED and other oranizations in the educ. broadcastinr3 area in
which he was active.

riss Glass read both outlines and responded to them. At
one point she said she could direct us to individuals on the
local level throu7;hout Connecticut.

Dr. Gores was very cordial and helpful but did not feel
sufficiently a.couainted with this area to say anythiw:; too author-
itative about it.

Fs. Leifer was also very helpful and has a 7ood sense of
research desin, but is unfamiliar -A_th selection processes.
She knos the literature on TV effects on children very well and
could review a treatment of that.

rr. Lynch was also erct,renely helpful and promised to
rummae through his basement for papers* and reports that would
be useful to us. Have not received then as of 8-23,

Dr. I,:cCaffrey ure:ed us to continue to con=nicate with
Yiss NC:ulty re..7ardin!; our project. T called niss PcNulty to
reauest a copy of the AAP Report on the Publish in Industry on
8-22 but she e.aid she could not send it to Us. Dr. 11cCaffrey
suestcd a number of contacts, some of whomehave been already
contacted, and urged us to use his name.

Mr. Newton invited me to return if there were any rem nm
eueetjene end offered to errane rectins with rr. Pace of Sales

and 1;r. Holliday of State Adoptions.

rr. Noble was very helpful, if a bit unfocused, and offered

further assistance, althouot his offer 'ney have been tied into a
Farvprd his Arloption iat' 1 Th e did offer to put
US in touch with his nephew, a Wall Street 1d-Biz marl:et analyst.

Nr. Phelps was very open and helpful, He showed me, thourch
I did not have time to peruse, the AAP Volume, reports on competitors

market shares etc., and said he hes the Adoption Data File. It mitt

well be worth askingfor an opportunity to go throu;h these at some

lerrth.

lr..;cluipe was very helpful an'' onthufliantic, FuYther contn,ct:3

thron r. Nel.rton.
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Here are a few contacts in various or7ani7,ations with
which we may have future dealinc;s. Since the manner of their
acquisition was in some cases fortuitous they are not necessarily
the best people in the or7anizations, but at least we have had
some dealing'; with them.

Association of A ,,,ericrJn Publishers: Miss Mary McI,Tulty is
our major contadt there. I met with her and with Austin 11.cCaffrey
who said she would continue to assist us. My only further
dealinT with hersi was requestinc_!: a copy of the AAP industry
guide, which she rather starchily refused to provide, on the
grounds it was for industry eyes only.

Connecticut State Denartment of 7ducation: Miss P,lizabeth
Glass of the Thlreu of Prir.ary an Secondery Education (Chief)
read end critiqued our publishers and school selection outlines.
She was generous with her time and offered to introduce us to
locals if we wanted. (She was assinned to help us initially
by Mark Shedd, Superintendent of Schools for Conn. but seemed

genuinely ear.ser to assist.) '

Ginn  Co.: Yr. Darwin Newton,   V.P. and Exec. Ilgrr;*.
Ed. is probably our major workin7 contact. Dr. James SI:mire,
Editor-in-Chief was our initial contact and set up extensive
meetings for me -- he mizht be willing to help, but seems to

have assin7,ed 1:.r. Newton as liason. Mr. Newton, Dr. Squire,
and Tom Phelps of Ilarketin7 all spoke with me --- Dr. Squire
was rather fran, but seemed accustomed to p.r. type interviews.

Mr. Newton was rather more open (tho Dr. Squire was pretty rood),

and seemed pretty undefensive about estimatin7 figures, etc. and

not self-conscious about talkin7 to an 'outsider.' (Of course

my que2tionir7 '7as rather 7eneral and discrete vo I'm rcivin,?;
very subjective impressions.) I4r, Phelps was youncrer than
the others (newer to his job as well) and was extremely frank
and un-pencll shy (i.e. undefensive).

r -

ii:du_c-ItiorrIl Products 1.44 -vIT:1*,!, 1-.tt'i.on,:.17171t-iti_lte (1rri)
lennjlEh Komosi, Director. Y.y only exchang;e with

Komoski has been a letter askinP; for info, about his activities

in response to which we received a numberof reports. EPIC has

been in the vP.n7aa.rd of those pushinr, for publishrr-validation
on learners of materials. Nomosi has s'ood reputation rrid has

come up in several interviews as someone to talk to. EPIE calls

itself 'consumer-financed' or somethinT, lice that -- not sure what
that mcmns, except that they seem to be able to t,)7,:e on nublishers.

who, e.g., arc having a lot of headaches with validation.

TnrrtAtut- for vrluc-,tinr-1 nr,v-lnh,innt Thi- is a :ow York
outfit which y-ots rrrInts ro do rccarch on schools and schoolin.
Cheryl R. Ciment, Administrative Assistant is thenerson I've

dealt with uhen I've visited. She is very helpful, but has been

there only briefly. (I.E.D. did the Carnegie studies?! on school

solc:ctIon anJ 1-1'.D in 1 nnr,1 TaterinTs In(11nt;ries, which

we haveboth of.) ,I.E.D. seems a bit mordant -- 
apparently not much

-,nir,c on there these O'tys.



Contacts (2)

Knowledte Tndustrv PublicatIons: Elliot Minsker. Minsker

is head of a whole comnlnx of related educatio
nal marketinn;

operollons and apparently is quite knowlcdrreabl
e and a rro-7etter

(e.r. he's booked Tadison Square Gardens fo
r an autumn AV

Products festival). I wrote to him to request a
 copy of the

AdOtion Data File (corn fled by Stanley roble) wh
ich includes

dotailed info, on all state and major city adopti
on practices.

Ur I telephoned and after a rather crusty receptio
n, in which

he pointed out we were askinT free access to somethi
n-; everyone

else pays '1:450 for, he an;reed to let us see it, and even o
ffered

to perhaps let me borrow a copy. Then he offered to help Inc

talk to Stanley Noble, retired President of 7oble
(9.Noble, who

puts the file torcether; so dnspite his crusty 
eyterior he was

very nice -- perhaps in pnrt because he's a 
Business School :rad.

(Unfortunately I took him up on his Noble o
ffer, and Noble i=ed-

lately bean tryin7 to sell me the adoption
 data file for ';450,

which places Kinsker's offer in an uncertain 
lir7ht - hopefully

we can ,;et access throuTh someone like Tom Phelp
s at Ginn.)

(Iiinsker publishes; amon 7 other thinc7s, the E
DUC=ICNAL YAnN7TER,

a bimonthly iinfo. sheet which costs a few
 dollars a year, and

would probably be well worth r"ottinT the 1-3-sc
hool library to subscribe

to -- they told me they don't 7et it.)

(TM)

Office of  Vucntion: Yr. Alberit'Hunse, Educa
tion Pron;ram

Officer. I wrote a rather naive letter to the wo
man in cher7e

of edunational statistics with 0'2, askin7 if 
she had f,nythAr7

on materials selection, at the binninn; o
f the summer. She

sent us to r. lunse, who didn't know anythin-; about it, but

wrote back a thouhtful letter sun:7estincr
 a few other people

we 71117ht contact. Eventually we should talk to someone fr
om

OE about the Federp.1 positicn on materials 
and the impact of

ESEA and =A -- he mirs;ht be able to hell
:H.1s or at least tell

us who to n;o to.

Oklahoma: Paul I. McCloud, Assistant to 
Superintendent

for Research, Planninr and Develonment,.. Tu
lsa Schools. Ni'.

McCloud wrote an article for an ed, r
m.:, out of a study of

selection procedures he did for Oklahoma. 
I wrote and asked

for the study, which he sent (it was j
ust. a little mailed

questionnaire study), and we had a frie
ndly correspoftdence.

Southern Ren:ional Cornell: Emory Via 
(pronounced. Vyuh). ST1C

52 Fairlee St., Atlanta, 404-522-8764. Ni'. Via worked with

John T.7(-Irton on the SC study of textbook
 selection in the

south and has promised to scnd me a copy. I have promised

to send him a copy of our Product. Sounds like a n;ood study -

was recommended by Jim Loewen of Tou7aloo. 
SRC is apparently

wor1cin22 with a 7roup in North Carolina whi
ch is Rttenntir7,

possibly with some success, to loosen 
up that states adoption

system, at least until recently the 
country's tir.!;htest.



Contqcts (3)

T=2: J.73. Golden (Com7lissioner of :cid.? --correspononce
in fexas file)...r, Golden answered Nikki's orirO.nalletter,
and then responded to a request by me for transcripts of
textbook hearin7s by scndinr us a volume. Texas, of course,
will be an important state to study for state adoptions, anft
Nr. Golden is apparently a major power.

Towraloo U. Janes Loewen,:Departnent of SocioloP;y.
Loewen is a product of the Tarvard 9oc, Rel. department,
and has led a team which wrote a new state histcry textbook
for Yississipoi, which they are now trying to ret the state
to adopt, and are prepared to litigate to force adoption. IThe
present volume is antiquated and anti-black.) (601-956-4941).

The fifty strItes: Individuals other than those to whonlf
Nikki's questionnaire on state policies F:i'<jTh was addressed
responded to the questionnaire, in varyinT de7rees of help-
fulness, in many cases. Those people may be rood contacts
for those states,

ihryia_e 
i"-r7 !Milk) 
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Peonle  Su--:-ested for IntervieT7in--,

(SEE ALSO: Loose Ends they should be contacted first)

1) 7rmert tr,s. vice Pre" Litton Educ, Industries. AAP
liason Ilan with minority p:roups for severia years. Recommended

. by licCaffrey - can use name.

2) Steven Tlerner: Loose End, Director, School Division of
Etandon Kouse. '.;.xpects call in September. (Las copy of
outline.)

3) Paul "tran01-7nIn: Loose End. Senior VP and Director School
Division rcourt 'racc. 757 3rd Aye, 572-5000 H.Y. E:rpectr;
call in September. (has outline).

4) non.i3v 1-- rorn: Former Lincoln stmt. now with Three School
Foundation, Host 'House, Tnake Rd., Hopkins, Einn. 55343,
Recommended by Tony.

5) Ale-71rder Burl:os President, EcGraw Hill. Recommended by
EcCaffrey cr-Ja use nare. (NcGraw-Hill perhaps hi7,70r1t
overall publisher in the United States - large AV division.)

6) Tecl Westin -:house School Systems. Destr-n 'total
iearnin; systems. EcCaffrey reco=endation - can use name,

Imito. Dore: Head of 73ureau of Ennaish, New York Public
Schools. Bernstein recommendation - can use name.

8) Peter Head of EDC Social Studies Project which was
in process of being bid a few weeks ao. Ed School and
Newton connections,

9) Stanley Frank: President Holt, Rinehart and '.inston (CDS),
EU8-9100. LOOSE END. Expects call in September. Has outline.

10) Richard Gladstone: Loose.Tr!nd. Vice President, Hou7hton
Eifflin. 725-5201, Nrs. Lion secretary, Ms. Bi bb assistant.
Has copy of outline. September.

11) Gordon 7;122.17.5er: President, Scott Foresman. Scott F.
is generally thuLv7ht to be the lar..7est textbook publisher
in the U.S. (el-hi). Chica7o outfit, ljalrarson wns with
Houhton ilifflin previously.. EcCaffrey recommendation - can
use name.

Howe: Former head. of Active in mr.).ny arearl,

Recommended by Tony -- mentioned by others as well. (Former

head of Newton schools.)
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12a) Don A(10111-esle 1/ommencld by 7rah1r 1?o.sr (P rPontr,A1,.
ifiercidiole- succbS..'st,Ory -- very vealty-compAnAlOr -

JUct6s013) Yenneth•T7o7lokis Head of EPIE (Educational Products
Information 71::,:chan7e). Mentioned by several peonle
(apparently Everett was involved in startin7
Has done influential work with validation.

14) Loren7orte: 7eath. Recommended by T7cCaffrey - can use
nano. (1 mentioned to McC. we had spoken to Fox and he
seemed to think orte would be more useful for some reason.)

15) David Y7ruli: Head of Bureau of Entlish as a Second
Lan(7;uar;e and Bilin7ual Education. New York Public 'Schools,
Recommended by Bernstein - can use name:

16) Ror TerlIon: Harcourt-73race. jack Lynch says he's one
of few in industry who has done serious work on problems
of learner validation.

17) Samuel Fash: Director, Prcr;ram Planning;, New Haven Public
Schools. Recomnonded by Tony.

18) ? Noble: Nephew of Stanley Noble is a Wall Street
Edbiz analyst -- Noble said lie could tell him his uncle
sent us.

19) 807plou7c.Ponitt: 1TT? Involved with educational technolo7;y,
ncommenda.cion of Lynch - can use name.

20) -Richard Robinson: Publisher, Scholastic Ma2;azines. Example
of sup!ibrr:en'.6ary materials publisher. Recommended by McCaffrey
can use name.

21) WilTirrn 9,raiAldin.,71 Retired President of Houghton Mifflin,
Still has office at 1 Beacon St. Lynch recommended we
speak to him in 70's but still very sharp and active,
aqd would have time to talk.

22) Iloard Spierrel -- Involved in In-School TV with the Eastern
Educational 1:etwork. Offices on Storrow Drive. Recommended

by Everett can use name.

2:3) Il.obort Ziuporintendent of Schools, 'roo?:lino
Mass. Recommended by Lynch, also Tony knows him.

24) :Dr. Stninlein: Head Textbook Cormittee Tow York
Public Schools. Recommended by Bernstein - can use name
but probably knows him by position only.

2.,j) terHe1e Loose End, Silperintendent, T3ridr;eton Maine.

Has outline. ?JD appointment, nil Sept. 11.

26) John Silver Burdett. Recommended by McCaffrey - can

1.1.r;(7',
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In the course of this przject• I
have incurred a number of IOU's from people who
have helped us and been promised a copy of our
report. We should send copies to all of the people
who have been interviewed; to all of the people on
the list of Icontacts'; and to those individuals who•
responded. to Nikki's auestionnaire and stated that
they would. like to see our results.



CM)
ASSOP.T7n RANDOM PnSSIflTLITTn

1) The bie3 hardware-software marr1a7e boom was ushered
in by a report called the 50 BILLION EDUCATIO7 EAT/NET,
which might be interestins'.

2) Eventually should talk to feds &out 7SEA II NDA III.
APProPriate people probably in OE, HEW, NSF and NI.

3) 7P,E1T, Eastern Educational Network may have some interestin7
information resources.

4) It InIctt be worth talking to a John Birch rep, about
their textbook policy, since they are very active.5) 1Je should_ make sure we get the Via-etton Southern
Re7ionctl Council study of southern selection. li.r7ht
also be interest'i.n7, to learn more about what is r,soin7;
oh. in North Carolina which, after Texas and California,
seens to be the most influential adoption state - also
the most risid.

6) ',315ot 17.insker is mappododly havinc a huge AV products
exhibition in Eadison Square Carden this fall.

7) Florida is survoseelly about to revise, in the process
of revising, or has recently revised its textbook las -
they did not r-spond to a letter askin7 for rcDorts or
info,

8) New York is going throu7h or has gone through an extensive
an probably sifTnificnt revision -- they have large state
Dept. of cl0 which may have some 7ood research reports. They
did not res/pond to iits letter.

9) NrIryland and Virginia apparently have 1-)17 ITV programs.
VirrUnia also has adoption laws on AV of some kind.

10) Action for Children's Developnent, in Newton, has
recently receivc('. a bi?; Ca:me-fie grant to do research/
advocacy on Children's commercials on TV.

11) Should 2;etin touch with someone from NEA and AFT.

12) Should talk to EPIE about validation and see wht
California and Florida are doim...

13) flhould contact NOTE, NCTN and other professional
groups

14) Should talk to 7routs 1111,. school principal assocrttlon,
superintendents ansociLion, etc. Everett su7,:ested this and7713 too, as much to srread work about what we're doing as to
find out concrete info.
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15) Everett mentionerl a lonr;-time l',oston Ginn sr;lesman
named John Quinn. If he is still t).round (retired now)
he'd be interestthr to talk to -- in general drop-outs
and retiree salaspcople may rake mood sources.

16) gutierre._State 7oar:l_of 7,6i:cation -- a recent
California c9,se In which a court uphold broad discret-
ionary power for the Botrd of Ed. in applyinr; Colifornia
law on accurate portrayal of minorities in textbooks,

17) California recently revised its laws and may have
done several studios in so doin7 -- if studies exist,
probably from the Curriculur Develw)nent r; Supplemental
1Thttc-n-lals Comrission of the S;tato Dept. of Ed.

18) Either passed in California, or seriously under con-
sideration is the Stull 3i,ll,A.B. 5.31, which rakes

• individual teachers accountable for the inttructional
materials they use in their classrooms.
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The followin73 list is both a biblicrrphy (albeit
far from a complete one) of material on instructional materials
production and selection and a much more complete inventory
of what we have onhand. (The biblio7raphy attempts to be
rear3onably inclusive of mono7raphs and important 'studies; of
course there nay be some of which I am not aware.)

Euch of the material listed is in pamphlet form. Naterial
_listed as 1)ein7 lin our files, is in the fader market PRIT:TED
MATTER with two classes of excentions:

The.followin7 are too unwieldy to fit in the folder
and, for the time bein7, reside in the file drawer in which all
the folders,- except the confidential ones, are

a) 7,IRC A1TD DEI.7731,01.)1=7TIN TT.7 1\7.ATER TAILS r2DUSTRY.

13) SELECTTO OF EDUCATTOAL IATERIAL5 IH THE UKITED ST1\T3S
PUBLC SCHOOLS.

c) SELECTLIG EISTRUCTIONAL MERIALS FOR PURCAS73.

d) EVALUATICN PRACTIC?,S USED IF THE SELECTION OF
EDUCATIONAL YATERIALS AND EQUIP ENT.

e) TRA1:SCRIPT OF PROMDT:CS: Texas Textbook Hearin, '75.
Volume 1.

Exception 2: ETTC7 OF THE =RIAL TY =TIP:DUAL STATES
IN ilE::;POS TO NT/'T'S TETIM ii AY IS FILED TT FOLDTERS
FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STATES, AND NOT LISTED IH THIS INVENTORY.
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AAP. "Selected. Data on 7ducational Ytaterials 1971.n Some
intei-tnn7 stuff -- ,;chool enrolltqent public ri7nd

private by state, adult ed, fir.wres, nnnber of teacherF; Er7pen-

ditun per pupil over six years, averar2e textbook prices, etc.

in our files.

AAP. Industry Statistics, 1972, HUNT 
Report. Obli7inly

sent by 1::cCaffrey's secretary. Breaks down sales by subjnct,

Note: much of information, all on 
state market, for texts

only. In our files.

AAP. 111973 Statistics on ELHI Publishins Industry." The
part of the report they ;1.170 out, Contains T'stimated
Industry Sales of Texts, Educ. !,:aterials and Standardi7ed

'Tests 1966-73, Geo7raphical Analysis of Estimated Industry
Sales of ELHI Textbooks, etc. Enrollment statistics '63-17.
In our files.

AAP. Ilimprovin7 the Quality of Instructional Naterials.fl
Pamphlet on learner verification. (put together by Squire).
In our files.. ' •

AAP.wihat is the AAD?" Basic info, on activities - pamphlet.In our files.

. Bingley, Clive. THE BUS IT,TES'S OF BOOK PUBLISHING. N.Y.: 1972Perrmrnen Press. Interostin fi7ures, but based' on 73ritishindust* and not specifically relevant to textbooks. In B-School

Hillel. THE Al::ERICAY SCTTOOLP,OOK. N.Y.: Narrow, 1967.
Interestin7 but . somewhat superficial journalistic treatment.
Goes quickly so worth reading. At Gutnan,

Breyer, Stephen. "The Uneasy Case for Copyri7ht: A Study
of Copyri2;ht in Books, Photocopies and Computer Pro7rams,
HARVAnD LAT:/ n7VT7W. December t70. F4 (2). ther extensive
treatment of the issue historically, economically and lesally.

California. "Call for Bids For Textbooks -- Social Sciences,

Kindcr7,arten and Grades One Throur.01 Four." 1969. ':That they

send the publishers. In our files.

Carpenter, Charles H. HISTORY OY AT:-AERICAF, SCHOOL BOOKS.
Phil'; U. of Pa, Pros, 1963. Culan LT23 C3 1963, 322 Pp.



EL-HI T=TDOOKS IN PRINT. Bowker annual. At Gutman.

Elson, Ruth Eiller. GUARDTATTS OF TRADITION: 
AYERICATT

scHo0L7noKs OF T1.7, NINETEENTH G=PURY. Lincoln: University

of Nebraska Pross, 1969. Gutman LT23 .E 55.

EPIE."Improvin Yaterials Selection Procedures: A 
Basic

'Hot mot ',:andbook." EP 7 In Depth Report, 
54. 1973.

policy recommendations for 
schools. In our files.

EPI, ":comoski Announces 7stablishment of Learner-Verific-
ation Task Force and Clearinhouse." June, 1974. Press
release. In our files.

?PIE: Summer Tlulletin, Au7ust 15, 1974. Yaterial
on Florida Lerner verification law and  iri EPIE
learner verification activities. In our files

EPI E Institute. "'That rCind of Selector Am I?" iodel 
ratin7

sheet for materials evaluation, In our files.

Everett, J. Bernard et al. Television and Curriculum
Chan7e. Report for Eastern 'Sducptional Network Curriculum
Committe, 1970. Evaluation and sugestions f).f proa'rammins'.
In our files.

Fadelli, Paul 1. "A Study: Conservation Eduction and the

Western Textbook." for California Dont. of Education Con-

servation Edixation. 1973. Coped from ERIC l!icrofilm.
Brief description of how western states select textbooks

with reconmendn,tions for how to r;et better conservation

naterials in hooks. In our files.

Grossman, Iviarvin. "Publication and Yarketing of An Innovative

Curriculum: The Story of Project Physics." Tern paper on fed-

erally funded Physics curriculun: development and distribution,

thorough. in priveleged file.

Nall, Joseph I, A STUDY OF TN 3 DF,V.TLOPENT OF LEGISLATION

AFECTI1GIT ssmoTion OF TEYTIOONS IN TIE UNITED 
STATES.

E.D. thesis, Harvard Graduate School of 
Eduction. 1956.

Of ny/i nt nn hitorieal (Mtail - traces

every aspect of to7:tbool: laws in. every 
state from inception

to 19.5. Outnan. Then 714:3. 375 pt).
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Uou7hten Nifflin. "Principal Curriculum Stuay 
Groups,

Pre-College E(lucation in Science." 
Three oa7e in-house

0.ncumnrt, 1966, describir.7 act.v1.t1er, in science 
cur-

desiTn by .roup s outside industry (rostly 
univerity

centered). %I.6„:;„!6,

Horvit,,,, P'aul M. "The Pricin7 Of Textbooks and the Renuncrationof Authors.0 .km. 7con. 1-1., 1966, pp. 412-420. Interestin7, butcolloo only.

Institute for Educational 
Development. RE97ARC7 AY.D

DEVELCIT IN THE EDUCATni:AL 
VATERIALS INDU9TRnS. N.Y.:

I.n.D. 1969. Other half of 
Forcl-Carne-,ie study, this

part on how .VD is 
done in instructional 

rat, biz. Very

\thou-,htful but not too much 
in ray of content. 

Will analyze

in more depth 
elsewhere. In our files.

Institute for 
Educationnl Develop

-lent. s7n1,3cPT(7)1T (T

EDUCAYTn_lAL 1.TCSRIAL5 
ir T7TE, 7...c.ITTn 

STATES PU-.?:LIC 
SCHOOLS. 1960, 1:livoo.

375-oc 
Carn:73criefFord funded 

stu0y of la,,Ts and 
proctces

relatinn; to 
eftvcationla raterial 

selection in Vie 
U.S.

1:1I11 analy7,e In 
more depth 

0.0]cwher0, In our 
files.

Jonas, lilbrey 
L. wSoolc 

Selection Aids for 
Children (°1 Tenchers

In 
Elerentary sna 

Secondary 
Schools." 

1Th.shinton, ME,, 1,
1966.

Gut an man uc. 2451 
.44, 

Know1ea7e Industry 
Publicaticns. Thx: 

'EauentionR1 1.?).r1r.eter.

October 151 1973. 
Sample copy. In 

our files.

Knowledte Industry 
Publiations . Knowledrre Industry Re )Ort.

October 31, 1973. Sanple copy. 
In our files.

1cnowledr7e Industr7 
Publications. "The Video 

Publtsher,

vol. 3 Ia. 11, 
()etcher 15, 1973." sample 

copy. In our _files.

KomosITI, P. 
Kenneth. "Learner 

Verification: 
Touchstone

for 
Instructional laterinlis?" 

7011cfltional 
Leadershin,

FebTURTY, 1974. In our files.

Lavey, Warren. Fi7ures on 
Publishin7 Industry, pp. 

86-106

Of larger c;uide publishdd by 
P.I.T. In files.

.7cOloud, Paul T. "A Survcy of State Textboo Pr:?.cticerl."

Educational LcaiThrshin, February '74. Summary of report,

a few in?,ccuracis. In our files.



41.

FcCloud, Paul T. "A Survey of State Textbook Practice," (16

Nimeo, nesearch done for oklahoma. Info, on states undated

to Au2;ust, 1973. In our files.

1?.A./A.t,T) Joint Cf..,:-.12-litte".
rHOCDUT.I.AL GUIDLI::.3. 1972. joint effort of

teachers and 'Publishers, t-,1 ,~t'i"S-.

MA. "NSA Research nemo 1972-17V "State Laws an
d Re(mlations

Governin7 Selection of Instructional Naterials,
" 1972,u

10-Dan;e suruz,try of how states do it. In our fi
les,

Nelson, Jack F: Gene Robe
rts Jr. TM CENSORS Al:D THE 

SCHOOLS.

Approximately '62.

Reid, James M. AN ADVENTURE 
T7 T7MBOOTKS. N.Y.; 110

wker, 1969.

Eemoires of a textbook 
publisher. Doesn't seem 

to be at Harvrd.

Saettler, Paul. A 
HISTORY OF 

INSTRUCTIONAL TSCHII
OLO.

N.Y.; Y.C7,raw 
Hill, 1968. Gutman. No te

xtbooks, lots of

facts, terrible 
prose.

Sinclair, Upton. TN E GOSLING, Pas.o.dena: Upton. Sinclair,

1924. i.:uck-rakinc book about ..t .tbn el-hi eduction with
a few chapter on textbooks and textbook selecti

on. Historiccal

perspective. In Gutman,

5.U.N.Y./ N.Y. State E
ducation Dept. Division

 of

Eduetional Cornunications
. EVALUATIO1: PRAT TCS USED

7( rj rcB7LC CTT.C)71 C.F EDUCATIOTqAT, YATI
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December '69. Report. 
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contract

to state. EA fund
ed, Findin7s -presented in form of

almost one hundred exa
nples of how different 

units hr.zndle

different Problems (with 
specific unit 'kept a

nonymous):

e.7,. A County-ide Fi
lmstrip Review; A City 

in a 17.onadopti0n

State Consiors Treat
ment of Ninorities in 

Selectin7

Textbooks; Selection for 
Zentally Retarded; The

 State ..110ard

of 1Nucation. Directs 
Adoption of Slementary

-Lvel Textbooks.

Interest1r7 collection of
 vignettes. In our files.

Texas 7;.;'ducation Arency
. TranscrInt of Procee0_i

n7s, Toytbook

yer7111.7r, 17efore the Commi
ssioner of Education. -Sept

ember 171

19. icautle T., pp. 1-126. The DAR v. NUA. 4,0„
,

Tidrell, Cl ycie, STAT7, CONTROL 
OF T=CONS, M77 SPECIAL

REFE..; TO FIJOTT.DIA. Teachers Collee, Columbia U.

1928, (Gutman L1-15 ,c8 :1299) 78pp.

MEr- 00. Tnternr,.ticrn-4 ilureau of 
v,ducation, pu1)lienttM4

scImor, 
=OTT"

1959. ri.ef aocetintiors of 
textbook preparation and

 selection

larfre sanplo of U,'; member nation. Guttman.
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Commonwealth of Virinia. Stnte Department of TEdpcton 1
publishers lemo Ko. 390. Announcement bhat Publishers aresent. 1974. In our files.

Zapol, Nikki J. "Control of 
Learniwn: Do New Informntion

TechnOlo7brs and New instl,tutions 
1.1ake a Difference." P.I.T.

Paper, 1974. In our 
files.


